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NOTA TIONAND ABBREVIA TIONS 
d desired output vector of a trained network 
e error 
E error function to be minimized during learning 
f[.) neurons activation operator 
fi(net) activation function 
EBPTA error back-propagation training algorithm 
i network input current vector(bias vector) 
I number of input nodes of multiplayer feed forward network 
net activation vector for neuron layer 
o output vector of a neuron layer 
P number of patterns in the training set 
r learning signal 
r correlation coefficient 
Se standard error 
u Activation vector 
V output vector of continous-time feedback or memory network 
V weight matrix (vy is the weight from node j towards node i) 
w weight vector (or augmented weight vector) 
W weight matrix (Wy is the weight from node j toward node i) 
w' update weight vector (or augmented weight vector) 
X input pattern vector 
y input vector, or augmented input vector, also output of hidden 
layer neuron 
Z input vector for multilayer network 
Greek 
r[.] non linear diagonal matrix operator with operators f(.) on the diagonal 
6 error signal vector 
6j, error signal vector of hidden layer 
60 error signal vector of output layer 
r| learning constant 
ABSTRACT 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN's), which emulate the parallel distributed 
processing of the human nervous system, are proven to be very successful in dealing with 
very complicated problems. Due to their powerful capability and functionality. ANN 
provides an alternative approach for many engineering problems and has received wide 
applications in the field of hydrology. Rainfell-Runoff modeling has perhaps received 
maximum attention by the ANN modelers in hydrology. Rainfall runoff models are 
mostly empirical in nature which demand the knowledge of a large number of catchment 
parameters, where as ANN can be deployed even in cases wherin available data is 
limited. The present study involves the development of an ANN model using backward 
propagation algorithm for Rainfell-runofF for some catchments of Indian River. The 
primary objective of the study was to compare the performance of ANN and Regression 
analysis. A good correlation between the observations and the corresponding network 
output has been found by Artificial neural network as compared to regression analysis. 
The present methodology has also been employed for flood prediction to study its 
performance for extrapolation of flood data. It has been found that the Artificial neural 
network gives more satisfectoiy results for flood prediction than those of regression 
analysis as well as Gumbel method, specially for tiie extrapolation upto twice of the 
length of the record of flood data. The ANN model was also developed for scour depth 
prediction with the case of multiple inputs. An Artificial neural networks perform well as 
compared to non-linear regression analysis for the scour problem also. 
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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1: GENERAL 
A numerous rainfall ninofif models have been developed based on either 
physical considerations or on a statistical analysis. A major disadvantage of the 
physically based models is the requirement of detailed input data. This kind of data is 
rarely available, even in a heavily instrumented research watershed. This often limits the 
model performance, especially inputs are inadequate or inaccurate. Hence simple models 
that require relatively less database are required to be developed. As such most of the 
hydrological forecasting methods are mainly based on empirical models. Rain&ll runoff 
models are also empirical in nature and they are generally developed from observed data 
of rainfeU and runoflF using regression analysis. 
An Artificial Neural Network is a massively parallel-distributed information 
processing system that has certain performance characteristics resembling biological 
neural networks of the human brain. Role of Artificial neural network in civil engineering 
was presented by Flood and Kartam (1994a.b). ANN for determining DEM based model 
drainage pattern is presented by Keo (1996). ANN modeling of the rainfeU-runofif 
processes is carried out by Minns and Hall (1996). French etal (1992) used ANN to 
forecast rainfall in space and time domain ,Hsu etal (1995) and Crespo and Mora (1993) 
applied it to forecast runoff from rainfall ,and Karunanithi etal (1994) employed for 
prediction of daily flows along a river gauging station based on the same flows observed 
at upstream and downstream location. Problems of reservoir operation (Jain et.al 1999) 
and aquifer parameter estimation (Srinivas 1998) have also been solved with this popular 
technique. 
The neural network suitable for the particular application here belong to the 
feed forward type that has the ability to approximate any continous function. In such a 
scheme the input nodes receive the data values and pass them on to the first hidden layer 
nodes. Each one of them collects the input from all input nodes after multiplying each 
input value by a weight attaching a bias to this sum, and then passing on the result 
through a non-linearity like the sigmoid transfer function. This result forms the input 
either for the second hidden layer or the out put layer that operates identically to the first 
hidden layer. The resulting transformed output fi-om each output node is the one obtained 
from the network. 
The relatively recent technique of Artificial neural network (ANN) has been 
reported to provide better solutions when applied to. 
i) Complex system that may be either poorly described or not clearly 
understood; 
ii) Problems that deal with noise or involve pattern recognition, diagnosis, 
abstraction and generalization and 
iii) Situation when input is incomplete or ambiguous by nature, 
iv) When specific solutions do not exist to the problem posed, 
v) DjTiamic forecasting problems because the weights involved can be updated 
when fi-esh observations are made available, 
vi) A small amount of errors in the input does not produced significant change 
in the output because of distributed processing 
vii) Data storage is not required because it is not necessary to keep all past data 
in memory, 
viii) Any exogenous input other than a set of input -output vectors for training 
purpose. 
The Artificial neural network of such characteristics has been believed that it 
could be applied to model the rainfall runoff relationship. In fact it differs from that 
traditional approaches in stochastic hydrology, in the sense that it belongs a class of data-
driven approaches as opposed to traditional model driven approaches. Neural networks 
learn from experience and then perform recognition without definition. 
In many respects, ANN, are similar to regression-based models in hydrology. 
Except that they do not require specification of a mathematical form. In addition ANN's 
are more versatile because of the fi-eedom available with the choice of number of hidden 
layers and the nodes associated with each of these layers. Keeping this view in mind it 
was felt to cany out a comparative study between the regression analysis and ANN for 
rain&ll runoff modeling for some of the Indian catchments. 
1.2: OBJECTIVE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
The main objective of the present study are summarized as: 
i) To examine the efficiency of Artificial Neural Network and Regression 
analysis for predicting the runoff for some catchments of Indian rivers 
from rainfall 
ii) To carryout Artificial neural network modeling to predict flood discharge, 
mainly to study the performance of ANN for extrapolation of flood data. 
iii) To employ Artificial neural network modeling to scour depth prediction 
for the assessment of the performance of ANN specially for multiple 
inputs in relation with the non-linear regression analysis. 
CHAPTER-II 
THEORY AND ANALYSES 
2.1 GENERAL 
There are a number of different answers possible to the question of how to define 
neural networks. At one extreme, the answer could be that neural network are simply a 
class of mathematical algorithm, since a network can be regarded essentially as a graphic 
notation for a large class of algorithms. Such algorithm produces solutions to a number of 
specific problems. At the other end, the reply may be that these are synthetic networics 
that emulate the biological neural networks found in living organism. In light of today's 
limited knowledge of biological neural networics and organisms the more plausible 
answer seems to be closer to the algorithmic one. 
In search of better solutions for engineering and computing tasks, many avenues 
have been pursued. There has been a long history of interest in the biological sciences on 
the part of engineers, mathematicians and physicists endeavouring to gain new ideas 
inspiration and designs. Artificial neural networks have undoubtedly been biologically 
inspired, but the close correspondence between them and real neural system is still rather 
weak. Vast discrepancies exist between both the architectures and capabilities of artificial 
and natural neural network. Knowledge about brain fijnctions is so limited, however, that 
there is little to guide those who would try to emulate them. No models have been 
successful in duplicating the performance of the human brain. Therefore the brain has 
been and still is only a metaphor for a wide variety of neural network configuration that 
have been developed. 
Despite the loose analogy between artificial and natural neural systems we will 
briefly examine the biological neuron model. The synthetic neuron model will be 
subsequently defined in this chapter. The basic definitions of neuron and elementary 
neural network will also be given together with a brief discussion on activation functions 
used in neural networks. 
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2.2 BIOLOGICAL NEURONS AND THEIR ARTIFICIAL MODELS 
A human brain consists of approximately 10"computing elements called neurons. 
They communicate through a connection network of axons and synapses having a density 
of approximately 10^ synapses per neuron. Our hypothesis regarding the modelling of the 
natural nervous system is that neurons communicate with each other by means of 
electrical impulses. The neurons operate in chemical environment that is even more 
important in terms of actual brain behaviours we thus can consider the brain to be a 
densely connected electrical switching network conditioned largely by the biochemical 
processes. The vast neural network has an elaborate structure with very complex 
interconnections. The input to the networic is provided by sensory receptors. Receptors 
deliver stimuli both from within the body, as well as from sense organs when the stimuli 
originate in the external world. The stimuli are in the form of electrical impulses that 
convey the information into the network of neurons. As a result of information processing 
in the central nervous systems, the effectors are controlled and give human responses in 
the form of diverse actions. We thus have a three-stage system, consisting of receptors, of 
neural network, and effectors, in control of the organism and its actions. 
A lucid, although rather approximate idea, about the information links in the nervous 
system is shown in Fig 2.1. As we can see from the fig, the information is processed, 
evaluated, and compared with the stored information in the central nervous system. When 
necessary commands are generated there and transmitted to the motor organs. Notice that 
motor organs are monitored in the central nervous system by feed back links that verify 
their action. Both internal and external feedback controls the implementation of 
commands. As can be seen, the overall nervous system structure has many of the 
characteristics of a closed-loop control system 
2.2.1 Biological Neuron 
The human nervous system is built up of cells called neurons, with many 
interconnections between them. 
A typical biological neuron is composed of a cell body, a tubular axon, and a 
multitude of hair-like dendrites as shown m Fig.2.2. Each cell has a threshold value due 
to its membrane potential. A cell receives weighted inputs (in the form of electrochemical 
signals) from other cells, which are summed up inside the cell body. If the cumulative 
sum of all inputs exceeds the threshold (bias) value, the cell body fires, sending the 
signal, down the axon, to other neurons through the synapse. 
2.2.2 The Artificial Neuron 
The first formal definition of a synthetic neuron model based on the highly 
simplified considerations of the biological model described in the preceding article was 
given by Mc CuUoch and Pitts(1943). The Mc Culloch-Pitts model of the neuron is 
shown in figure 2.3. 
The input Xi, for i- 1,2, « are 0 and 1, depending on the absence or 
presence of the input impulse at instant k. The neurons output signal is denoted by 0. The 
firing rule for this model is defined as follows. 
r "^ 
o''"' = y 
1 if I WiXi" >T 
i=l 
> (2.1) 
0 ifX WiXi <T 
y 
Where superscript k=0,l,2... denotes the discrete time-instant, and w, is 
the multiplicative weight connecting the / th input with the neurons membrane. 
In fiirther discussion, it will be assumed that a unity delay elapses between the instants 
k and k+l.Here, w,=+l for excitatory synapses and -1 for inhibitory synapses, and T is 
the threshold of the neuron which is to be exceeded by the weighted sum of signals for 
the neuron to fire. 
2.2.3 Neuron Modeling For Artificial Neural Network 
The Mc Culloch - Pitts model of a neuron is characterized by its formalism and its 
elegant, precise mathematical definition. However the model makes use of several 
simplifications. It allows binary 0,1 states only, operates under a discrete -time 
assumption, and assumes synchrony of operation of all neurons in a large network weight 
and the neurons threshold are fixed in the model and no interaction among network 
neurons takes place except for signal flow. 
Specifically the artificial neural systems and computing algorithms employ a variety of 
neuron models that have more diversified features than the model just presented. Below, 
the artificial neuron model, which will be used in our problem, will be introduced. 
Every neuron model consists of a processing element with synaptic input connections and 
a single output. The signal flow of neuron inputs x, is considered to be unidirectional as 
indicated by arrow in the figure 2.4. 
The neuron output signal is given by the following relationship 
o = f ( W X ) , o r (2.2) 
n 
o =f( Z w,x, ) 
i=l 
Where W is the weight vector defined as 
A 
W = [Wl W2 Wj'. 
And X is input vector defined as 
X = [Xi X2 X„]' 
The fiinction f ( W*X) is often referred to as an activation fiinction. Its donwin is 
the set of activation values, net, of the neuron model; we thus often use this fiinction as f 
(net). The variable net is defined as a scalar product of the weight an input vector. 
Net = W*X (2.3) 
The argument of the activation function, the variable net, is an analog of the 
biological neurons membrane potential. It is to be noted that temporarily the threshold 
value is not explicitly used in equations 2.2 and 2.3 but this is only for notational 
convenience. We have momentarily assumed that the modeled neuron has n-1 actual 
synaptic connections that come from actual input xi, X2, X3 x „.i. It has also 
been assumed that Xa = -1 and Wn=T. 
2.3 ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS 
The commonly used activation fimction are, 
1) Binary function: O = binary (net) 
- 1 i fne t>0 
= 0 i fne t<0 
2) Sigmoidal function: O = sigmoid (net) 
= l/[l+e"""*] 
3) Linear fimction: O = net 
2.4 MODELS OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
A neural network is characterized by its architecture that represents the 
pattern of connection between nodes, its method of determining the connection weights, 
and the activation function. A typical ANN consists of a number of nodes that are 
organized according to a particular arrangement. One way of classifying neural networks 
is by the number of layers: single, bilayer and muhilayer. ANN can also be categorized 
based on the direction of information flow and processing. Based on the direction of 
information flow, generally two types of network are commonly recognized, which are 
described herein 
2.4.1 Feed forward Network 
In a feed forward network, the nodes are generally arranged in 
layers, starting from a first input layer and ending at the final output layer. 
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There can be several hidden layers, with each layer having one or more 
nodes. Information passes from the input to the output side. The nodes in 
one layer are connected to those in the next, but not to those in the same 
layer. Thus, the output of the node in a layer is only a dependent on the 
inputs it receives from previous layers and the corresponding weights. 
Consider an elementary feed forward architecture of m neurons receiving n inputs as 
shown in Fig 2.6. 
Its output and input vector are respectively. 
O = [ Oi 02 On, ]' 
X = [xi X2 -x„ ]' (2.4) 
Weight Wj, connects the / th neuron with the 7 th input. Thus double subscript 
convention used for weights such that the first and second subscript denotes the index of 
the destination and source nodes, respectively. We thus can write the activation value for 
the /• th neuron as 
n 
net, = X wyx/, for i =1,2, m (2.5) 
j=l 
The following nonlinear transformation involving the activation function f (net,), 
for / = 1,2, ,m, completes the processing of X. The transformation performed by 
each of the m neurons in the network, is a strongly nonlinear mapping expressed as 
Oi = fiW'iX), for i = 1,2, ,m (2.6) 
Where weight vector W; contains weights leading toward the i th output node and is 
defined as follows 
A 
W i = [Wi, Wi2 Win]' (2.7) 
Introducing the non linear matrix operator T, the mapping of input space x to output 
space o implemented by the network can be expressed as follows 
O = r[WX] (2.8a) 
Where W is the weight matrix, also called the connection matrix: 
r ^ 
W = 
r [ l = 
wn 
W21 
I 
I 
r 
f() 
0 
v5 
W i 2 -
W22' 
-Win 
W2n 
I 
I I 
Wm2 W„ 
0 0 
f() 0 
(2.8b) 
J 
-\ 
0 - fl:-) 
(2.8c) 
J 
Note that the non linear activation function f() on the diagonal of the matrix 
operator r operate component wise on the activation values net of each neuron. Each 
activation value is in turn, a scalar product of an input with the respective weight vector. 
The input and output vectors X and O often called input and output patterns, 
respectively. The mapping of an input pattern into an output pattern as shown in (2.8) is 
the feed forward and instantaneous type, since it involves no time delay between the 
input X, and output O. thus, we can rewrite (2.8 a) in the explicit form involving time t as 
0(t) = r[WX(t)] (2.9) 
2.4.2 Feedback Network 
In this network the information flows through the nodes in both direction, from 
the input to the output side and vice versa. This is generally achieved by recycling 
previous network outputs as current inputs, thus allow for feed back. 
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Recurrent networks typically operate with a discrete representation of data; they 
employ neurons with a hard-limiting activation fiinction. A system with discrete time 
inputs and a discrete data representation is called an automation. 
2.5 NEURAL LEARNING 
Learning in human beings and animals in an inferred process, we can not see it 
happening directly and we can assume that it has occurred by observing changes in 
performance. Learning in neural network is a more direct process, and we typically can 
capture each learning step in a distinct cause-effect relationship. A learning in a ANN 
also called training is employed to find optimal weights and bias to achieve network 
output very close to target output Infect training is a process by which the connection 
weights of an ANN are adopted through a continous process of stimulation by the 
environment in which the network is embedded. There are primarily two types of 
training, supervised and unsupervised 
In supervised learning we assume that at each instant when the input is applied, 
the desired response of the system is provided by the teacher. The difference between the 
actual and the desired response serves as an error measure and is used to correct network 
parameters externally. Since we assume adjustable weights, the teachers may implement 
a reward-and-punishment scheme to adopt the network weight This mode of learning is 
very pervasive. A set of input and output patterns called a training set is required for this 
learning mode. 
In unsupervised learning, the desired response is not known; thus explicit error 
information cannot be used to improve network behaviour. Since no information is 
available as to correctness or incorrectness of responses, learning must somehow be 
accomplished based on observations of responses to inputs that we have marginal or no 
knowledge about. 
Unsupervised learning algorithms use patterns that are typically redundant raw 
data having no label regarding their class membership, or associations. In this mode of 
learning, the network must discover for itself any possibly existing patterns, regularities. 
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A feedback network can be obtained from the feed forward network shown in Fig 
(2.6 a) by connecting the neurons output to their input. The result is depicted in Fig 
(2.7a). 
The essence of closing the feedback loop is to enable control of output Oi through 
Oj for j = 1 ^ , m.Such control is especially meaningful if the present output, say 
0(t), controls the output at the following instant, 0( t + A). The time A elapsed between t 
and t + A is introduced by the delay elements in the feedback loop as shown in Fig (2.7a), 
here the time delay A has a symbolic meaning; it is an analogy to the refractory period of 
an elementary biological neuron model. Using the notation introduced for feedforward 
networks, the mapping of (0)t into 0( t + A) can now be written as. 
0 ( t + A) = r[WO(t)] (2.10) 
There are two main categories of single layer feedback networks. If we consider time as a 
discrete variable and decide to observe the network performance at discrete time instant 
A, 2 A, 3 A , the system is called discrete-time. Symbol A thus has the meaning of 
unity delay. For a discrete time artificial neural system, we have converted (2.10) to the 
form 
O"^' = r[WOM, for k -1 ,2 , (2.11a) 
Where k is the instant number. The network in figure 2.7 depends on the entire history of 
the network starting at k == 0. Indeed, we have from (2.1 la) a series of nested solution as 
follows 
O' = r [ W X " ] 
o^  = r[wr[wx^]] (2.11b) 
o''^ * = r[wr[ r[wx^ ]] 
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separating properties, etc. while discovering these, the network undergoes change of its 
parameters, which is called self-organization. 
Unsupervised learning is sometimes called learning without a teacher. This 
terminology is not the most appropriate, because learning without a teacher is not 
possible at all. Although the teacher does not have to be involved in each training step, he 
has to set goals even in an unsupervised learning mode. We may think of the following 
analogy. Learning with supervision corresponds to classroom learning with the teacher's 
questions answered by students and corrected, if needed, by the teacher. Learning without 
supervision corresponds to learning the subject from a videotape lecture covering the 
material but not including any other teacher's involvement. The teacher lectures 
directions and methods, but is not available. Therefore the student cannot get 
explanations of unclear questions, check answers, and become fully informed. 
2.6 NEURAL NETWORK LEARNING RULES 
Our focus in this section will be artificial neural network learning rules. A neuron is 
considered to be an adaptive element. Its weight is modifiable depending on the input 
signal it receives, its output values, and the associated teacher response. In some cases the 
signal is not available and no error information can be used, thus the neuron will modify 
its weights based only on the input / or output This the case for unsupervised learning. 
Let us study the learning of the weight vector Wj or its components Wy connecting the 
j th input with the i th neuron. The trained network is shown in Fig 2.8. 
In general the j th input can be an output of another neuron or it can be external 
input. Our discussion in this section will cover single neuron and single layer network 
supervised learning and simple cases of unsupervised leaming. Under different learning 
rules, the form of activation function may be different. Note the threshold parameters 
may be included in leaming as one of the weights. This would require fixing one the 
inputs, say xn. We will assume have that xn, if fixed, takes the value of-1. 
The following general leaming mle is adopted in neural network studies: The 
weight vector Wi =[wii Wi2 Wm]' increases in proportion to the product of input X 
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and learning signal r. The learning signal r is in general a function of W;, X and 
sometimes of the teacher's signal di. We thus have, for the network shown in Fig 2.8. 
r = r(WiX,di) (2.12) 
The increment of the weight vector Wi produced by the learning step at time t according 
to the general learning rule is 
A Wi(t) = c.r [Wi(t), X(t), di(t)] X(t) (2.13) 
where c is a positive number called the learning constant that determines the rate of 
learning. The weight vector adopted at time t becomes at the next instant, or learning 
step, 
Wi( t+1 ) = Wi(t) + c.r [Wi(t), X(t), di(t)] X(t) (2.14a) 
The superscript convention will be used to index the discrete-time training steps. For the 
k'th step we thus have, using this convention: 
Wi" '^ = Wi'' + c.r[Wi'' ;x\ di''] X" (2.14b) 
The learning in above equation assumes the form of a sequence of discrete-time weight 
modifications continous-time learning can be expressed as 
dWi(t) 
= CrX(t) (2.15) 
d(t) 
Though there are many learning rules, only the delta rule will be described here since 
later it will be generalized and applied to our problem. Few other network-learning rules 
are the Hebbian learning rule, Perceptron learning rule, Widrow-Hoflf learning rule, 
correlation-learning rule, winner take-all learning rule and Outstar learning rule. Many 
other rules exist and so the list is not exhaustive. 
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2.6.1 Delta Learning Rule 
The delta learning rule is only valid for continous activation functions like the 
sigmoidal function and in the supervised mode. The learning signal for this rule is called 
delta and is defined as follows: 
r = [di - f(Wi'X)]f' (Wi'X) (2.16) 
The term f' (Wi'X) is the derivative of the activation function f(net) computed at 
net = (Wj'X). The explanation of the delta learning rule is shown in Fig 2.9. 
This leaming rule can readily be derived from the condition of least squared error 
between Oi and di. Calculating the gradient vector with respect to Wi of the squared error 
defined as 
E- ' /2.(di-Oif (2.17a) 
Which is equivalent to 
E = !/2.[di-fl:Wi'X)f (2.17b) 
We obtain the gradient vector value 
V E - - (di - Oi)f' (Wi'X)X (2.18a) 
The component of the gradient vector are 
c;E/5Wij=-(di-Oi)f'(Wi*X)xj, forj=l,2 n (2.18b) 
Since the minimization of the error requires the weight changes to be the negative 
gradient direction, we take 
VWi = -TiAE (2.19) 
Where TJ is a positive constant. We then obtain from equations (2.18a) and (2.19): 
AWi - Ti(di -Oi)f' (neti)X (2.20a) 
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Or for the single weight the adjustment becomes 
Awij = Ti(di -Oi)f' (neti)xj, for j = 1,2,. (2.20b) 
Note that the weight adjustment as in (2.20) is computed based on minimization 
of the squared error. Considering the use of the general learning rule and plugging in the 
learning signal as defined in (2.16), the weight adjustment becomes 
AWi=c(di-Oi)f'(neti)X (2.21) 
Therefore, it can be seen that (2.21) is identical to (2.20), since c and TI have been 
assumed to be arbitrary constants. The weights are initialized at any values for this 
method of training. 
2.7 TRAINING OF A SINGLE LAYER NETWORK 
The input and output values of the network are denoted by yj and Ok respectively. We 
thus denote yj, for j = 1,2, j andokfork= 1,2, k as signal values at the jth 
column of nodes and kth column of nodes, respectively. As before, the weight Wkj 
connects the output of the j th neuron with the input to the k th neuron. 
Using vector notation the forward pass in the network from figure 2.10 can be written as 
follows: 
O = r[WY] (2.22a) 
Where the input and output ve^^pr and weight matrix are, respectively. 
yi 
Y = y2 
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o = 
Ol 
02 
03 
w = 
r wll 
W21 
W12 Wi 
W22 
y 
W2j 
• > 
V 
Wki W k 2 - - Wkj J 
And the non linear diagonal vector = F [•] is 
r [ i = 
«;•) 0 0 0 
0 ^) 0 0 
0 0 f() 0 
0 0 0 fi) 
The desired (target) output vector is 
d = 
d, 
d2 
I 
I 
dk 
Observed that the activation vector netk of the layer k is contained in the 
brackets in expression (2.22a) and it can be expressed as 
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netk = WY (2.22b) 
Now the error for a single neuron is 
E =l/2(di-0i)^ 
This can be generalized for a multineuron layer to include all squared errors at the 
outputs k= 1,2, k 
k 
Ep - '/2 Z [dpK - OPK f = V2 II dp -Op II ' (2.23 ) 
k=l 
For a specific pattern p, where p = 1,2, p. Let us note that the 
subscript in (2.23) refer to a specific pattern that is at the input and produces the output 
error. Let us assume that the gradient descent search is performed to reduce the error Ep 
through the adjustment of weights. For simplicity, it is assumed that the threshold value 
Tk, for k = 1,2, k, are adjustable along with the other weights, and no distinction is 
made between the weights and threshold during training .Now ,the threshold Tk, are 
learned exactly in the same manner as the remaining weights. This of course implies that, 
Wkj^Tk, fo rk= l ,2 , ,k 
And the fixed input is of value 
Yj =-1 
During both the training and feedforward recall phases. Requiring the weight adjustment 
as 
Aw = -T] ^ 
We compute individual weight adjustment as follows: 
A wu = -Ti 5 Eld Wkj (2.24a) 
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Where the error E is defined in (2.23) with the subscript p skipped for brevity. For each 
node in layer k, k=l,2, ,k, we can write using (2.22b) 
J 
netjc = 2 Wkj yj (2.24b) 
and further, using (2.22a) ,the neuron output is 
Ok =ftnetk) 
The error signal term 6, called delta, produced by the k'th neuron is defined for this layer 
as follows". 
5oK = -dE/dinetk) (2.25) 
The gradient component 5E/5wkj depends only on the netk of the single 
neuron, since the output of the k th neuron is contributed to only by the weights Wkj ,for 
j=l ,2, J for the fixed k value .thus, using the chain rule, we may write 
5E/5wkj = 5E/a(netk).a(netk)/5wkj (2.26) 
the second term of the product of (2.26) is the derivative of the sum of products of weight 
and pattern; 
Wki.yi+Wk2.y2+Wk3.y3 Wkjyj as in (2.24b) since the value yj, for 
j=l ,2, j , are constant for a fixed pattern at the input ,we obtain 
a(netk)/awkj = yj (2.27) 
Combining (2.25) and (2.27) leads to the following form for (2.26) 
aE/awkj = -6okyj (2.28) 
The weight adjustment formula (2.24a) can now be rewritten using the error signal term 
6ok as below 
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Awkj=Ti6okyj fork=l,2, ...,k andj=l,2, j (2.29) 
Expression (2.29) represents the general formula for delta training learning weight 
adjustment for a single layer networic. From (2.29) it can be seen that the adjustment of 
weight Wkj is proportional to the input activation yj and to the error signal value 6ok at the 
k th neurons output. 
To adept the weights, the error signal term 5OK needs to be computed for the k th neuron. 
Note that E is a composite function of netk therefore it can be expressed for k=l ,2, ,k 
as follows. 
E(netk)-E[Ok(netk)] (2.30) 
Thus we have from (2.25) 
5ok = -d E/c5ok. dok/d (netk) (2.31) 
denoting the second term in (2.31) as a derivative of the activation function 
f'k(netk)=aok/e(netk) (2.32a) 
and noting that 
5E/aok = -(dk-Ok) (2.32b) 
allows rewriting formula(2.31) as follows 
5ok = (dk - 0k)f k(netk), for k = 1,2 k (2.33) 
The final formula for weight adjustment of the single layer network can now be obtained 
from (2.29) as 
Awkj = Ti(dk - 0k)f 'k (netk) yj (2.34a) 
And it is identical to the delta training rule (2.20). The updated weight values become 
w'kj = Wkj + Awkj, fork=l,2, k andj = l,2 j (2.34b) 
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Formula (2.34) refers to any foim of the non linear and diflferentiable activation function 
f(net) of the neuron. Let us examine the delta training rule for the activation function 
f(net)=l/(l + exp(-netid)) 
1 + exp(-netk) 
f(netk)= (2.35a) 
(1 + exp(-netk))^ 
(1 + exp(-netk)) - 1 
* (2.35b) 
(1 + exp(-netic)) (1 + exp(-netic)) 
1 ( 1 - 1 ) 
(2.35c) 
(1+exp(-netk)) (1 + exp(-netk) 
but Ok 
(1 + exp(-netk)) 
=> f (netk) = Ok(l-Ok) (2.35d) 
and SO 5ok "= (dk - Ok)f (netk) 
= (dk-Ok)ok(l -Ok) (2.36) 
Summarizing the discussion above, the updated individual weights under the delta 
training rule can be expressed for k = 1,2, k, and j = 1,2, j as follows 
w'kj = wtj + ri(dk - Ok) Ok (1 - Ok) * Yj (2.37a) 
The updated weights under the delta training rule can be succinctly expressed using 
vector notation: 
W ' - W + Ti5oY* (2.37b) 
Where the error signal vector is defined as a column vector consisting of the individual 
error signal terms: 
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6o -
rsoi 
5o2 
•N 
(2.38) 
This training method can be generalized for networks of more than one layer and the 
resulting learning rule is known as the generalized delta rule. 
2.8 GENERALIZED DELTA LEARNING RULE 
We now focus on generalizing the delta training rule for feedforward layered neural 
networks. The architecture of the two-layer network considered as shown in fig 2.11. It 
has strictly speaking, two layers of processing neurons. In subsequent considerations, we 
will derive a general expression for the weight increment Avji for any layer of neurons 
that is not an output layer. The computed weights lead now fi^om node / toward node J as 
shown in the figure. 
The negative gradient descent formula (2.24a) for the hidden layer now reads 
dE 
^Vji = -^ , forj = l,2, ,J andi=l ,2 , ,1 (2.39a) 
and formula (2.26) becomes 
dE dE a(netj) (2.39b) 
5vji 5(ne^) ^ j i 
Let us notice that the inputs to the layer are z;, for I = 1,2, J. Based on relation (2.27), 
the second term in the product (2.39b) is equal to Zj, and we may express the weight 
adjustment similarly to (2.29) as 
A y j i = TiSyjZi (2.39c) 
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Where 5jj is the eiror signal term of the hidden layer having ou^ut y. This error signal 
term is produced by the j 'th neuron of the hidden layer, where j = 1,2, ,J. The error 
signal term is equal to 
6xj - , forj = l,2, J (2.40) 
5(ne^) 
In contrast to the output layer neuron's excitation netk, which affected the k'th 
neuron output only, the netj contributes now to every error component in the error sum 
containing K terms specified in expression (2.23). The error signal term 5yj at the node j 
can be computed as follows: 
dE 
5j3 
Syj 
dyi a(netj) 
where 
dE 
r 
a f 1 k 
_ S {dk-fnetk(y)]}' 
5yj ayj I 2 k=l 
and, obviously, the second term of (2.41a) is equal to 
(2.41a) 
(2.41b) 
5yj 
5(netj) 
fj(netj) (2.41c) 
Routine calculations of (2.41b) result in 
eE k a 
= - Z (dk-ou) {f[netk(y)]} 
5x) k=l ^ j 
Calculation of the derivative in braces of expression (2.42a) yields 
(2.42a) 
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dE k e(netk) 
= - S (dK-Ok)f (netk) (2.42b) 
ayj k=l 5yj 
We can simplify the above expression to the compact form as below by using expression 
(2.33) for 5ok and (2.24b) for netk. 
dE k 
= - Z 5oKWkj (2.42c) 
ayj k=l 
Combining (2.41 c) and (2.42c) results in rearranging 5jrj expressed in (2.41a) to the form 
k 
5yj = fj(netj)Z5okWkj, forj-1.2, ,J (2.43) 
k=l 
The weight adjustment (2.39c) in the hidden layer now becomes 
k 
Avji = Tif j (netj) Zi 2 5okWkj, for j = 1,2, J and i = 1,2, I (2.44a) 
k=l 
where rj(netj) terms are to be computed from (2.3 5d) as in case of simple delta rule 
training. Formula (2.44a) expresses the so-called generalized delta learning rule. The 
adjustment of weights leading to neuron j in the hidden layer is proportional to the 
weighted sum of all 5 values at the adjacent following layer of nodes connecting neuron j 
with the output. The weights that fan out from node j are themselves the weighting 
factors. The weights affecting 5YJ of the j'th hidden neuron have been highlighted in the 
output layer in Fig 2.11. All output layer errors 5okWkj, for k = 1,2, ,k, contribute 
to the adjustment of highlighted weights vji, for i = 1,2, ,1, of the hidden layer 
.The modified weights of the hidden layer can be expressed now as 
k 
v'ji = vji + T]/'j (netj) Zi 2 SokWkj, for j = 1,2, ,J and i = 1,2,... .,1 (2.44b) 
k=l 
The hidden layer weight adjustment based on the generalized delta training rule for the 
network in Fig 2.11 can be succinctly stated in vector notation as 
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Where 
V ' = V + Tl5yZ' (2.45) 
Z = 
r 
Zl 
>. 
Z2 
J-' J 
v = 
Vll Vl2 
V21 V22 
Vjl VJ2 
Vll 
V2I 
Vjl 
and 5y is the column vector with entries 5^ j given by (2.43) 
Defining nowthe j 'th column of matrix W as wj, vector 5y can be expressed compactly as 
follows 
6y = W'j 5of (2.46) 
where f y is the column vector with entries /'jj expressed for each hidden layer neuron 
1,2, ,J, for unipolar and bipolar activation functions, respectively, as 
/yj = yj(l-yj) (2.47a) 
/ \ j - •/2(l-y'j) (2.47b) 
Vector 5o used in (2.46) is defined as in (2.37b) 
Comparison of the delta training rule (2.37b) for adjusting the output layer weights 
and the generalized delta training rule (2.45) for adjusting the hidden layer weights 
indicate that both formulas are fairly uniform. The significant difference is in subscripts 
referring to the location of weights and input signals, and in the way the error signal 
vector 5 is computed. The vector 5o is simply the difference between the desired and 
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actual output values times the derivative of the activation function. The vector Sy, 
however contains entries that are scalar products w*j6o/'yj expressing the weighted sum of 
contributing error signals 5o produced by the following layer. The generalized delta 
learning rule propagates the error back by one layer, allowing the same process to be 
repeated for every layer preceding the discussed layer j . 
2.9 TRAINING ALGORITHMS 
The network was trained with three different algorithms, namely, error back 
prorogation (Yeh et al. 1993), conjugate gradient (Fletcher & Reeves 1964) and cascade 
correlation (Fahlman and Lebiere 1990). This was done with a view to see which 
algorithm produces better results for the application under consideration. The details of 
these techniques are given below. 
Basically, the objective of training is to reduce the global error E defined as 
1 P 
E - Z Ep (2.48) 
P p=l 
Where P = total number of training patterns 
Ep= error for training pattern, P 
N 
Ep = '/2 I ( d k - O k ) ' 
k=l 
where N = total number of output nodes 
dk = network output at the kth output node 
Ok = target output at the kth output node 
2.9.1 Back Propagation Algorithm 
Back propagation is the most popular algorithm for training ANNs. It is 
essentially a gradient descent technique that minimizes the network error function. Each 
input pattern of the training data set is passed through the network from the input layer to 
the output layer. The network output is compared with the desired target output, and an 
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error is computed based on (2.48). This error is propagated backward through the 
network to each node and correspondingly the connection weights are adjusted based on 
equation. 
edE 
AWij(n) = - + d A W i j ( n - l ) (2.24) 
v^^ere, AWy (n) and AWij(n - 1) = weight increments between node i & j during the n*** 
and(n- l)'''pass. 
hi (2.49) s and a are called learning rate and momentum, respectively. 
The momentum factor can speed up training in very flat region of the error 
surface and help to prevent oscillations in the weights. A learning rate is used to increase 
the chance of avoiding the training process being trapped in local minima instead of 
global minima. 
The back propagation algorithm involves two steps. The first step is a forward 
pass, in which the effect of the input is passed forward through the network to reach the 
output layer. After the error is computed, a second step starts backward through the 
network. The error at the output layer is propagated back toward the input layer with the 
weights being modified according to (2.49). Back-propagation is a first order-method 
based on the steepest gradient descent, with the direction vector being set equal to the 
negative of the gradient vector. Consequently, the solution often follows a zigzag path 
while trying to reach a minimum error position, which may slow down the training 
process. It is also possible for the training process to be trapped in the local minimum 
despite the use of a learning rate. This algorithm is given below. 
StepO. Initialize weights (set to small random values) 
Stepl. While stopping condition is felse, do steps 2 - 9 
Step2. For each training of set, do steps 3 -8. 
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Feed forward 
Step3. Each input unit (X;, i = 1,2, n) receive input signal X; and sends this 
signal to all units in the next layer (the hidden units). 
Step4. Each hidden unit (Zj, j = 1,2, P) sums its weighted input signals. 
Zig = Voj + IXiVij for 1=1,2, n 
Where Vy = connection weight 
Voj = bias value, and applies its activation function to compute its output signal. 
Zj = f(Zi„j) 
and sends this signal to all units in the following layer (output nodes). Typically, "f is the 
sigmoidal nonlinear function, defined as 
1 
f(x) = 
1 + exp(-x) 
Step5. Each ou^ut units (yk, k = 1,2, m) sums its weighted input signal. 
yink = Wok + 2 Zj. Wjk for j = 1,2, P and applies its activation function to 
compute its output signal: 
yk = f(yink) 
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Back propagation of error 
Step6. Each output unit {yic, k = 1,2, m)receives a target pattern 
corresponding to the input training pattern, computes its error information term 
5k = (ok - yk)f (yui) 
calculates its weight correction term (used to update Wjk later). 
AWjk = 5 5kZj 
Calculates its bias correction term (used to update Wok later). 
A Wok = d5k 
And sends 6k to nodes in the previous layer. 
Step?. Each hidden unit (Zk, j = 1,2, p) sums its delta inputs (from units in the 
next layers) 
5inj = S6kWjk for k = 1,2, m 
multiplies by the derivative of its activation function to calculate its error information 
term 
5j = 5inj f (Zinj) 
calculates its weight correction term (used to update Vy later). 
V Vij - aSjXi 
And calculate its bias correction term (used to update Vij later). 
AVoj = a5j 
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Update weights and biases 
Steps. Each output node (Yk, k = 1,2, m) updates its bias and weights (j = 
0,1, ,P). 
Wjk(new) = Wjk(old) + AWjk 
Each hidden node (Zj, j = 1,2, p) updates its bias and weights (I = 0,1, n): 
Vij(new) = Vij(old) + AVij 
Step9. Test stopping condition 
2.9.2 Conjugate Gradient Algorithm 
This technique differs from the error back propagation in gradient calculations and 
subsequent corrections to weights and bias (Wasserman 1993;Adeli and Hung 
1995).Here a search direction dk, is computed at each training iteration k and the error 
function f(x) is minimized along it with the use of a line search. The gradient descent 
does not move down the error gradient as in the foregoing back propagation method but 
along a direction that is conjugate to the previous step. The change in gradient is thus 
taken as orthogonal to the previous step with the advantage that the function 
minimization carried out in each step, is fully preserved because of the lack of any 
interference from the subsequent steps. The five-step iteration process is as follows. 
1. Initialize weight vector X by using uniform random number from the interval 
(- 0.5, 0.5). Calculate errors gradient go by using back propagation at this 
point. Select initial search direction do using do= - go. 
2. For each iteration k, determine each constant ak, which minimizes the error 
function f(Xk + akdk)by line search where dk is the search direction at iteration 
k. update the weight vector ?Qc+i to Xk using 
Xk+i = Xk + ttkdk 
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3. If the error at this iteration, k+l, is acceptable or if a specified number of 
computations of the function and gradients is reached, terminate the 
algorithm. 
4. Otherwise, get the new direction vector dk+i by using the error gradient gk+i at 
the iteration k+l i.e 
dk+i = -gk-i 
if k+l is an integral multiple of N (where N is the dimension of X). otherwise 
dk+i = -gk+i + Pkdk 
where pk = 
(gkgk') 
(gogo') 
gk = error gradient at iteration k. 
5. Go to step 2 for next iteration. 
2.9.3 Cascade Correlation Algorithm 
This algorithm does not involve learning by descending down the error gradient, but 
by maximizing the effect (or correlation) of the new hidden node's output on the residual 
error. 
It also does not involve transmission of the error backward as in the back propagation 
scheme. The training procedure is as follows. 
1. Consider only the input and output nodes. 
2. Train directly the input-output weights over the entire training set using, e.g., the 
delta rule. This process does not require back propagation through the hidden 
nodes. 
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3. Add one hidden node by following node by following the separate procedure 
given in the next list. Then freeze its input weights and train all the output weights 
once again by using the delta rule. 
4. Repeat step3 until the minimum error is reached or a specified maximum number 
of itrations is over. 
The following procedure is used to add a new hidden node: 
1. Consider the new hidden node. 
2. Connect it to all input as well as to all other existing hidden nodes. 
3. Take all training sets one by one and adjust the input weights of this new hidden 
node after each training set. This adjustment is done so as to maximize the overall 
correlations between the new hidden node's value and the residual error as 
defined 
S = Z I 2(Vp-VXEpo-Eo)| 
o p 
where Eo = summation over all ou^ut nodes O 
£p - summation over all training pattern P 
Vp = value of the new hidden node at pattern P 
V = average oftheVp over all patterns. 
Epo = residual output error observed at node o at pth training pattern 
Eo = average of all Epo over all patterns. 
In order to maximize S, 5S/5Wi [where Wi = hidden node (i)'s incoming weight] is 
calculated for each input connection as follows and then a gradient ascent is performed: 
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as 
= £ Oo(Epo-Eo)fp.Iip 
6Wi p.o 
where oo = sign of the correlation between the new node's value and the output Ok 
f p = derivative of the new node's activation function f with respect to the sum of its input 
at pattern P 
Ii,p = input received by hidden node from unit i and pattern p. 
2.10 SETTING THE PARAMETER VALUES 
2.10.1 Initialization Of Weights 
Training is generally conmienced with randomly chosen initial weight values. 
Typically, the weights chosen are small (between -1.0 and 1.0 or-0.5 to 0.5), since large 
weight magnitudes may derive the output of layer (input layer) nodes to saturation, 
requiring large amounts of training time to emerge from the saturated state; this 
phenomenon results from the behaviour of the sigmoid frmctions. 
If the magnitudes of some of the inputs are much larger than others random 
initialization may bias the network to give much greater importance to inputs whose 
magnitudes happen to be large. In such a situation, weights can be initialized as follows, 
so that the net input to each hidden node is roughly of the same magnitude 
2.10.2 Frequency Of Weight Updates 
There are two approaches to learning. 
1) In"per-pattem" learning, weights are changed after every sample presentation. 
2) In "per-epoch" earning, w e i ^ t s are updated only after all samples are 
presented to the networic. An epoch consists of such a presentation of the 
entire set of training samples. Weight changes suggested by different training samples 
are accumulated together into a single change to occur at the end of each epoch. This is 
the type of learning used in solving our problems. 
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Both methods are in wide use, and each has its advantages and disadvantages. In 
each case, training is continued until a reasonably low error is achieved,or until the 
maximum number of iterations allocated for training is exceeded. For some applications, 
the input-output patterns are presented on-line, hence "per-epoch" learning is not 
possible. But "per-pattem" learning is more expensive than "per-epoch" training 
computationally because the weights have to be changed after every sample presentation 
2.103 Choice Of Learning Constant 11 
Weight vector changes in backpropagation are propotional to the negative 
gradient error; this guideline determines the relative changes that must occur in different 
weights when a training sample (or a set of samples) is presented, but does not fix the 
exact magnitude of the desired weight changes; The magnitude change depends on the 
appropriate value oft] (the learning rate). A large value of r| will lead to rapid learning 
but the weight may then oscillate, while low values imply slow learning. This is typically 
of all gradient descent methods. Thus, while gradient descent can be an eflficient method 
for obtaining the weight values that minimize an error, errors surfeces fi^equently posses 
properties that make the procedure slow to converge. 
The choice of learning constant depends strongly on the class of the learning 
problem and on the network architecture, the values ranging fi-om 10'^  to 10 have been 
reported through out the technical literature as successful for many backpropogation 
applications. 
2.10.4 Momentum 
a is an additional parameter known as momentum factor. W as a symbol of 
weights adjusted using the momentum method, both weights Vji and Wig can be adjusted 
by this method. 
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The effective weight change is an average of the change suggested by the current 
gradient and the weight change used in the preceding step. However, the direction for 
weight change chosen in early stages of training can strongly bias future weight changes, 
possibly restricting the training algorithm (with momentum) to explore only one region of 
the weight space. 
Use of the momentum term in the weight update equation introduces yet another 
parameter, a whose optional value depends on the application and is not easy to 
determine a prior. Typically a is chosen between 0.1 to 0.8. A well chosen value of a can 
significantly reduce the number of iterations required for convergence. A value close to 0 
implies that the past history does not have much effect on weight changes while a value 
close to 1 suggests that the current error has little effect on the weight change. 
2.10.5 Generalizability 
Given a large networic, it is possible that repeated training, iterations successively 
improve performance of the network on training data, e.g. by "memorizing" training 
samples, but the resulting network may perform poorly on test data. This phenomena is 
called overtraining one solution is constantly monitor the performance of the network on 
the test data. Hect-Nielsen (1990) proposes that the weight should be adjusted only on the 
basis of training set, but the errors should be monitored on the test set. Training continues 
as long as the error on training set continues to reduce and is terminated. If the error of 
the test set increases training may thus be halted even if the network performance on 
training set continues to improve. 
To eliminate random fluctuations, performance on the test set is monitored 
over several iterations, not just one iteration. This method does not suggest using the test 
data for training: weight changes are computed solely on the basis of the network's 
performance on training data with this stopping criteria, final weight do depend on the 
test data in an indirect manner. Since the weights are not obtained fi-om the current test 
data, it is expected that the network will continue to perform well on fixture test data. 
A network with a large number of nodes is capable of memorizing the training set but 
many not generalize well. For this reason, networks of smaller sizes are preferred over 
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large networks.thus, overtraining can be avoided by using networks with a small number 
of parameters (hidden nodes and weights). 
Injecting noise into the training set has been found to be a useful technique to 
improve the generalization capabilities of feed forward neural networks. This is 
especially the case when the size of the training set is small. Each training data point (Xi, 
X2, X„) is modified to a point (Xi± h, X2 ± X2, X„± ^ ) where each X-i is 
a randomly generated displacement. 
2.10.6Number Of Hidden Layers And Nodes 
Many important issues, such as determining how many training samples are 
required for successful learning, and how large a neural network is required for a specific 
task, are solved in practice by trial and error. These issues are complex because there is 
considerable dependence on the specific problem being attacked using a neural network. 
With too few nodes, the network may not be powerful enough for a given 
learning task. With a large number of nodes (and connections) computation is too 
expensive. Also a neural network may have the resources to "memorize" the input 
training samples; such a network tends to perform poorly on new test samples, and is not 
considered to have accomplished learning successfully. Neural learning is considered 
successfiil only if the system can perforai well on test data on which the system has not 
been trained. We emphasize capabilities of a network to generalize fi^om input training 
samples, not to memorize them. 
Adaptive algorithms have been devised that either being from a large network 
and successively remove some nodes and links until network performance decreases to an 
unacceptable level, or begin from a very small network and introduce new nodes and 
weights until performance is satisfactory; the network is retrained at each intermediate 
state. 
2.10.7 Number Of Samples 
How many samples are needed for good training? This is a difficult question 
vNdiose answer depend on several factors. A rule of thumb , obtained from related 
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statistical problems, is to have at least five to ten times as many training samples as the 
number if weights to be trained. Baum and Haussler (1989) suggest the following 
number, on the basis of desired accuracy on the test set; 
|W| 
P> 
( I - a ) 
where P denotes the desired number of pattern (i.e size of the training set) 
|W1 denotes the number of weights to be trained and a denotes the expected accuracy on 
the test set. Thus, if a network contains twelve weights and the desired test set accuracy is 
95% (a = 0.95 ), then their analyses suggest that the size of the training set should be at 
least P> 12/(1-0.95) = 240. 
The above is a necessary condition. 
A sufficient condition that ensures the desired performance is 
P>|Wl/( l -a)*log[n/( l -a)] ; 
Where n is the number of nodes. 
2.11 FUNCTION APPROXIMATION USING LINEAR 
REGRESSION 
One of the most popular methods for function approximation is linear regression. This is 
a special case of the least squares polynomials. The later will be the subject of the 
following section. 
2.11.1 Construction Of Least-Squares Polynomials 
Let Xi,X2, Xn be distinct domain points and let ft, f„ be the 
corresponding values. Assume that m>n-l is a non-negative integer. Suppose that we 
wish to approximate these data by a polynomial P(x) of degree not exceeding m. If m 
= n-1 the unique interpolating polynomial provides perfect "fit" to the data. But if 
m<n-l, typically no interpolation polynomial of degree m exists. In such cases we 
seek a polynomial of degree m that is "closest" in some scene, to the given data set. 
In the method of least squares, the discrepancy of the data points 
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{pCi,fi),(x2,f2), PQi,Q} and approximation polynomial P (x) is measured by 
the sum of the squared residuals: 
Q ( W = r i=i [ f i -P(xi ) f (2.50) 
Under the least squares principle this quantity q (f^) has to be minimized, the 
minimization being over the coefficients ao,ai, ,am of the polynomial 
P(x) =ao+aix+ +amx'°. The polynomial p(x) minimizing Q(f,P) over all 
polynomials P of degree m. or less is called the least squares polynomial 
approximation of degree m. Towards seeing the principle behind the general method, 
let us study the simplest case. 
Assume first that m=l. That is, the least squares constant polynomial is to be 
determined. The only parameter to be chosen is ao. In this case 
Q (f,P) = r i=i (fi - ao)' = r i=i (fi' - 2*fi*ao+ao') 
=nao' - 2ao(r i=i fi) + T i=i f (2-51) 
Which is a quadratic function of ao. Since the coefficient of ao' is positive, there is a 
minimum point of this parabola that can be obtained by differentiation with respect to ao. 
Thus the optimum point is the root of the equation 
d/dao[Q (^P)] = 2*n*ao -2 * X" i=, fi =0 
That is, 
1 
ao = !"=! fi (2.52) 
n 
We turn to the general case, in which the degree is any given non-negative 
integer m<n-l. To minimize the quantity Q(f,P), view the objective fiinction Q(f,P) as an 
explicit fiinction of the unknown coefficient ao,ai, ,an. Since 
P(x) = ao-+aix+ +a„x"=I"k=oakX^, 
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We have, 
Q (^P) = r i=i [fi - Fk=o akx> f (2.53) 
By taking the partial derivatives of this function with respect to the unknown coefficient 
aj (j = 0,1, ,ni), we get the necessary conditions for minimizing Q(f,P), 
a/5aj [Q(f;P)] = -2XVi [fi -I^k^ aiXt ] * X.-* =0 (2.54) 
for (0<j<m) 
Which after some obvious algebra becomes: 
rk^( i :%iXi '^)*ak = I%i W , (2.55) 
for (0 < j < m) 
Which are called normal equations. It is known that the normal equations have a 
unique solution ao.ai, ,am, wiiich indeed are the coefficient of the least-
squares polynomials. If it is sufficiently well conditioned, this system can be efficiently 
solved by the Gaussian elimination method. 
2.11.2 Linear Regression 
The linear approximating polynomials obtained by the use of the least-squares 
method are sometimes called linear regression functions. In this particular case m = 1, 
and the normal equations have the special form 
aon + a i IV iXi = r i - i f i (2.56) 
aoFi^i Xi + a, ri=i X,' = ri=, Xifi (2.57) 
One may verify that the solution coefficient aO and al of the linear regression 
function P (x) = ao + aix are given by the equations: 
Xf - (x - f ) 
ai = (2.58) 
X ' - x ^ 
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ao = f-aix (2.59) 
where 
1 
x = -
n 
1 
- I V i X i 
x^ = 
n 
1 
- I % , X i ' 
f--
n 
-ri=ifi 
1 
Xf= — — IViX.f, 
n 
(2.60) 
2.11.3 Derivation Of Formula 
Suppose we want to find a function of the form 
Y = kx" (2.61) 
to interpolate the given data. Then taking logarithms on both sides of equation (2.61) 
logio Y = logiok + n logioX (2.62) 
O R Y = ao + aix (2.63) 
Where 
Y = log,oY 
ao = logiok 
ai =n 
Thus by taking the logarithms of the available data, the constants k and n can be found 
ft^om equation (2.58) and (2.59) as ; 
n = ai 
k = Antilog (ao) 
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CHAPTER-III 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
3.1 GENERAL 
A variety of methods have been proposed for modeling the rainfell runoff process 
including conceptual (physical) and empirical (statistical) models, but none of them can 
be considered as unique superior model. In large basins, complex hydrological processes, 
often pose difficulties for accurate site-specific predictions. Non-linear statistical methods 
have been suggested to overcome such bottlenecks. Owing to difficulties of formulating 
reasonable non-linear watershed models, recent attempts have resorted to Neural 
Network approach for complex hydrologic modeling. 
An artificial neural network (ANN) is a non-linear mathematical structure, which 
is capable of representing, arbitrarily complex non-linear processes that relate the inputs 
and outputs of any system. The success with which ANN, have been used to model 
dynamic system in many fields of science and engineering suggests that the ANN 
approach may prove to be an efficient and effective way to model hydrological processes 
.Due to the ease of application and simple formulation, this technique has already become 
a prospective research area with great potential. The applications of ANNs in the field of 
hydrology have been to several diverse natures of problems and the result in each case 
has been very encouraging. The problem of rainfall-runoff modeling has perhaps received 
maximum attention by ANN modelers 
3.2 APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
There exists an extensive literature on the Artificial Neural Network. Only the 
significant contributions are described herein. 
McCulloch and Pitts (1943) developed the first formal model of an elementary 
computing neuron. The model included all necessary elements to perform logic 
operations, and thus it could fiinction as an arithmetic logic computing elements. The 
implementation of its compact electronic model, however, was not technologically 
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feasible during the era of bulky vacuum tubes. The formal neuron model was not widely 
adopted for the vacuum tubes computing hardware description, and the model never 
became technically significant. However, the McCulloch and Pitts neuron model laid the 
ground work for fiature developments. 
Donold Hebb (1949) First proposed a learning scheme for updating neuron's 
connections that we now refer to as the Hebbain learning rule. He stated that the 
information can be stored in connection, and postulated the learning technique that had a 
profound impact on the future developments in this field. Hebb's learning rule made 
primary connections to neural network theory. 
Minsky (1954) developed the first neurocomputer. 
Frank Rosenblatt (1958) Introduced his famous ANN called 'perceptron'. 
Perceptron was capable of learning to calssify certain patterns by modifying connections 
to the threshold elements. The idea caught the attention of scientists and engineers and 
laid down the ground work for the basic machine learning algorithms that we use today.. 
Bernard Widrow and Marcian Hoff (1960,1962) Introduced a device called 
ADALINE (for Adaptive LINEar combiner) with a new powerfiil learning rule called 
"windrow-hoff Learning Rule". The rule minimized the summed square enor during 
training involving pattern classification. Early applications of ADALINE and its 
extension to MED ALINE include pattem recognition, weather forecasting, and adoptive 
control. 
NUs NUsson (1965) Stagnation Phase (1962-1984) Despite the success and enthsiasm 
of early 1960's , neural network research entered stagnation phase. This was because the 
existing machine learning techniques were weak support more complex computational 
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problems. Another reason that contributed to this research slow down was the relatively 
modest computational resources available then. 
Bryson and Ho (1969) proposed the optimization approach for multiplayer 
feedforward system. 
Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert (1969) studied the layered learning 
networks potential. 
Bryson, A.E.f and Y.C>No.(\969\ "Applied optimal control, Waltham, Mass. 
Blaisdell, 43-45 
Kelley (1969) obtained a gradient solution for multistage network training. 
Sun-Ichi Amari (1972,1977) analysed the learning in networks of threshold 
elements and of the mathematical theory of neural networks. 
Grossberg (1974,1982), Introduced a number of neural architectures and theories and 
developed the theory of adaptive resonance networks. 
Fukushima and Miyaka (1980) developed a class of neural network architectures 
known as neocognitrons. 
Grossberg (1974,1982) introduced a number of neural architectures and theories and 
developed the theory of adaptive resonance networks. 
Kohonen (1982) discussed the unsupervised learning networks for feature mapping 
into regular arrays of neurons. 
John Hopfield (1982.1984) determined the computational properties of a fully 
connected network of units 
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Yoh-Han Pao (1985) derived the parameter 0j serves as a threshold or bias and Go is 
a constant to modify the shape of sigmoidal function. 
Rumelhart etal (1986) proposed the semihnear feed forward network. 
Nielsen (1987) suggested an upper limit of (2i + 1) hidden layer neurons, where i is the 
number of inputs. 
Vernuri (1988) presented the back propagation training algorithm is an iterative 
gradient algorithm, designed to minimize the mean square error between the actual output 
of a multilayer feed forward perceptron and desired output. 
Wassemum (1989) investigated the potential of Artificial neural networks as 
computational tools that acquire, represent, and compute a mapping from one 
multivariate input space to another. 
French etal (1992) developed the rainfall-runoff model by using Artificial neural 
network. 
Chakraborty etal (1992) used ANN to forecast the behavior of a multivariate time 
series and concluded that the prediction from ANN had a better performance than ARMA 
model. 
Masters (1993) recommended a rough guideline for choosing the number of neurons 
for a three layer network as (mn)"^, where m is the number of output neuron (equal to 
number of output) and n is the number of input neuron (equal to number of input. 
Crespo and Mora (1993) used ANN to forecast runoflffrom rainfell. 
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Vemuri and Rogers (1994) developed ANN models successfully to model complex 
non-linear input-ou^ut time series relationships in a wide variety of field. 
Flood and Kartam (1994) used ANN to solve civil engineering problems. 
Fausett (1994) determined the connection weights, and the activation function. 
Kuo-lin Hsu etal (1995) used ANN for modeling of rainfall runoff process. 
Mase etal (1995) adopted the ANN to assess the stability of the Armour unit and the 
rubble mound breakwater. 
Minnes and Hall (1996) analysed the rainfall-runoff model for Artificial neural 
network. 
Yapo etal (1996) determined the selection of training data that represents the 
characteristics of a watershed and meteorological patterns. 
Deo M.C etal (1997) used ANN for wave height interpolation. 
Kumar and Ray ( 1997) developed the rainfall-runoff model by using ANN. The 
ANN model was applied to Lekkur watershed in Tamilnadu for which the hydrologic 
data for 9 years were available. He found that the ANN model with three input nodes and 
single hidden layer is found to be best for the rainfall-runoff modeling. 
Deo etal (1998) used ANN for river stage forecasting they found that the continuous 
forecasting of a river stage in real-time sense is possible through the use of neural 
network. Lower values of the river stage are found to be trained more correctly than its 
higher values. This can be due the availability of a larger number of training patterns 
pertaining to lower stages. The algorithm of cascade correlation takes a small fraction of 
the time taken by both the error back propagation and the conjugate gradient algorithm 
for training of the network. A good correlation between the observations and the 
corresponding network output is found to be independent of the training algorithm. 
Larger warning time does not indicate lesser accuracy in stage forecjisting. A 
dynamically adaptive network is found to produce more satisfactory stage forecast than 
the non-adaptive one. 
Kaluarachchi and Morshed (1998) showed that parameter estimation using 
artificial neural network and genetic algorithm for free-product migration and recovery 
.The critical parameters to be evaluated were grain-size distribution index a and saturated 
hydraulic conductivity of the water K^^ , since these parameters control free-product 
volume predictions and flow. A set of published data corresponding to a light-
hydrocarbon-contaminated unconfined aquifer was used as the base case to determine the 
applicability of these methods under a variety of scenarios. He concluded that ANN 
regression analysis has been limited unity, especially with heterogenous soils, whereas 
the ANN-GA optimization can provide superior results with better computation 
efficiency. 
Konda T.etal (1998) analysed the river stage forecasting by using Artificial neural 
network 
Srinivas (1998) Estimated the aquifer parameter using Artificial neural network. 
Sanchez etal (1998) used ANN in the design of coastal sewage system. He found that 
the neural networic with optimize functional link was suitable for this kind of study. The 
capacity of approximation was optimized. The computing time was reduced the tool was 
simple to use and allows all the environmental fectors which could be of interest to be 
considered. 
Deo.M.C. et al (1998) obtained the tidal level forecasting by using Artificial neural 
network. 
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Tokar and Johnson (1999) developed the rainfell runoff model for ANN. The little 
Patuxent River watershed in Howard country, Marryland, was selected to demonstrate the 
methodology for modeling daily rainfeU-runoff relationship using an ANN. During the 
modeling process of the little Patuxent River, it was assumed that the precipitation, 
temperature, and snowmelt equivalent data at the Clarksville gauge represented the 
average characteristics of these variables in the little Patuxent river basin. 
He concluded that the ANN model provides more systematic approach, reduces 
the length of calibration data, and shortens the time spent in calibration of the models. 
Ching. etal (1999) used ANN successfully for tidal level forecasting. 
J(un etal (1999) showed the reservoir operation by using ANN. 
ASCE (2000) investigated the role of the Artificial Neural Networks in Hydrology . It 
presents the preliminary concepts of ANN and gives an introduction to ANN, for 
hydrologists. Apart from descriptions of various aspects of AlW, and some guideline on 
their usage, it offers a brief comparision of the nature of ANNs and other modeling 
philosophies in hydrology. A discussion on the strengths and limitations of ANNs brings 
out the similarities they have been with other modeling approaches, such as the physical 
model. 
Agrawal and Ghosh (2000) obtained the tidal level forecasting by using Artificial 
neural network. The tidal data of 6 locations in the Gulf of Kuchch and one location in 
the gulf of Khambat have been used for tidal level prediction at tiie same location as well 
as in the adjoining location. Result has been indicated good correlation between the 
measured tidal and predicted tidal data for the same location as well as for adjoining 
location. 
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Hegde and Kumar (2000) used ANN for the prediction of runup damage to 
Breakwater. Runup and damage data was taken from earlier experimental studies carried 
out for the modeling of runup and damage level to a rubble mound breakwater in the 
department. He found that the ANN provides the best solution for the wave runup and 
stability, where available formulae were all empirical in nature and not so reliable. 
Sudheer, K Petal (2000) obtained the river flow forecasting through Arificial neural 
network approach. This approach was employed to forecast the daily runoff for the 
Baitarani River Basin, Orissa as a function of daily precipitation and some previous day 
runoff values. He found the ANN approach was able to model the rainfall-runoff process 
in the Baitarani river basin in a reasonable accurate manner. The ANN rainfell runoff 
model results composed favorable with the observed flows during calibration as well as 
validation. 
Gosain etal (2002) developed a daily rainfall-runoff model for Baitarani River basin, 
the eastern parts of India, using ANN approach. The study investigated the potential of 
both Back propagation (BP) and Radial Basin Function (RBF) networks in modeling the 
rainfall-runoff process, and evaluated the relative advantages of each of the networks. 
The analyses of the results lead to the conclusion that the RBF network appear to be 
viable alternative to the already popular ANN models for rainfeU runoff process that use 
BP algorithm for training. 
Swain etal (2002) developed the rainfall-runoff modeling by using ANN. Flow data 
at different stream -gauging stations and rainfall data at raingauge stations located in the 
Mahanadi catchments upstream of Hirakud dam were collected and processed before 
feeding to the models. He concluded that the Neural Network was capable of learning the 
rainfall-runoff pattern in the area under consideration and the models developed were 
able to predict future flows. 
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Jain etal (2002) used ANN for the Identification of unknown groundwater pollution 
sources. Time varying pollution source was considered only at a single location. The 
concentration of the pollutant in the recharge fi"om the pond and the initial concentration 
of pollutant in the aquifer were assumed to be zero. The source was assumed to be active 
during the first 5 years of the 10 years time domain. Observed concentration values 
corresponding to 40 time steps constitute ANN model input for training. He found that 
predictive ability of ANN mode was very little affected even for very high measurement 
error. 
RSingh etal (2002) determined the estimation of daily grass reference crop 
evapotranspiration (ET) and compare the performance of ANN, with the conventional 
method (Perman-Monteith) used to estimate ET. He concluded that the prediction fi-om 
ANN had a better performance than Perman-Monteith method. 
Ahmad (2002) Firstly used ANN modeling for predicting the design wind coefficient 
for different zones in gable buildings based on experimental data. He found that ANN 
predictions are very close to the experimental values. Secondly he used ANN modeling to 
predict wind pressure coefficient on the Texas Tech University Experimental building 
with limited fiill-scale data. He concluded that ANN predicted pressure values match 
with the prototype values. In third case, he used ANN modeling of wind induced 
interference effects. He found that ANN model consistently provided a better mapping of 
the input variables. The network could produce better results if a wide array and a large 
number of input variables were added to the model and the training set. 
In fourth case, using ANN for predicting wind induced damage to building and 
he concluded that the misclassification were limited to damage level deviation only. 
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},} pqf^ CLUDING REMARK 
As evident from th^ foregoing literature review a little attention has been paid in 
the direction of rainfell-runoff modeling by using artificial neural network. The ANN 
model provides a more systematic approach, reduced the length of calibration data, and 
shortens the time spent on the calibration of the models. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
4.1 GENERAL 
A neural network model was developed to carry out rainfeU runoff modeling for 
some of the Indian catchments for which data are available from sources. The neural 
network was developed using the generalized delta rule for a semi-linear feed forward 
network with error back propagation. The program code was written in Fortran?? in 
UNIX environment. The neural network was treated as black box, as the relationships 
between the physical components of the catchments were not fed. The method involves 
the training of ANN with rainfall values only, the output being the runoff. The present 
methodology has also been employed for, i) flood prediction to study the performance of 
ANN for extrapolation and, ii) for its efficiency for scour problem of multiple input 
neurons. 
Advantages of ANN over regression model have been extensively investigated. 
All these aspects of the study are presented herein. 
4.2 RAINFALL AND RUNOFF MODELING 
The developed rainfall runoff model using ANN, is applied to 22 catchments of 
Indian river. The details of catchments and range of rainfell and runoff data are shown in 
Table 4.1. The first and the most important step in ANN is the normalization of the data. 
Data are normalized to restrict the data range within an interval of 0 to 1 because the 
neurons of middle layer have been assigned a sigmoidal activation function. The shape of 
the function plays an important role in ANN learning. The weight change corresponding 
to the activated value near 0 or 1 are minimal since neuron response is "dull", where as 
closer to 0.5, the neurons respond more. Based on this aspect, the normalization was 
made ensuring that the mean of the data series should have the normalized value equal to 
0.5. Various normalization schemes have been adopted in literature. Normalization was 
performed using linear scaling of the raw data as follows: 
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Xn^X-Xmin )'V.Xmax"Xniin ) V^-^) 
Where, Xn = normalized value, x=original value, Xmin=mininium value and Xn,ax= 
maximum value 
The normalized data set was divided into 3 sets for training, validation and testing 
of the ANN. To obtain the best ANN architecture, the number of neurons in the input and 
the output layers were fixed at one and one respectively, which corresponded to rainfell 
as input and runoff as output. The next step is to select the number of hidden layer and 
number of neurons in each hidden layer. 
The number of hidden layer as well as nuniber of neuron s in the hidden layer is 
crucial for the successful application of ANN. The use of one hidden layer is generally 
recommended at least in preliminary studies. Kumar and Ray (1997) reported that the 
performance of single hidden is better than that of double hidden layer for rainfall runoff 
modeling. Further an increase in hidden layer generally slow down the training process 
without substantially improving the efficiency of the network. A single hidden layer was 
therefore considered in the present study. The following parameters have been kept 
constant for all cases. 
Momentum rate 0.9 
Acceleration 0.7 
Permissible average absolute error 0.012 
Permissible mean square error 0.0012 
The determination of appropriate number of neurons in the hidden layer is 
important for the success of neural network since it generally enhances the performance 
of neural network. Several authors have given guidance as to how many hidden layers 
neurons should be used. Hecht-Nielsen (1987) suggested an upper limit of (2i + 1) hidden 
layer neurons, where i is the number of input neurons. The best strategy for selecting the 
appropriate number of neurons in the hidden layer is by a trial and error procedure. 
Hence, the number of neurons in the hidden layer was selected based on the minimum 
standard error and maximum correlation coefficient. Table 4.2 indicates that the three 
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neuron in hidden layer result in the best performance. It is also in accordance with the 
guidance Hecht-Nielsen. Based on these results 1-3-1 architecture of ANN was adopted 
for all the cases of rainfell -runoff relationship. The number of learning cycles/iterations 
was decided based on the minimum error. Table 4.3 indicates that 50,00,000 iterations 
give a minimum error. Hence 50,00,000 iteration were adopted for this case. Similar 
approaches were also adopted for selection of maximum iteration for the data of the other 
catchments. It may be observed from table 4.4 the 50% training data gives a minimum 
standard error. Hence 50% data is used for training. The number of training data for the 
data of other catchments was selected on the similar basis. The further step in training the 
network involves the initialization of weights in the network. This is accomplished by 
randomly assigning a value between (0.0,1.0) for each weight. 
The runoff predicted from rainfell using ANN and Regression analysis for each 
catchment is shown in Table 4.5 to 4.26 and Fig 4.2 to 4.22. it may also considered one 
case (Betwa upto Dhukwan), the first half of the data was used for training and second 
half for validation. The result for this case is shown in Table 4.27 and Fig 4.23. A 
comparison between ANN and Regression analysis indicates that ANN is superior to 
regression analysis. Table 4.28 provides a summary of results obtained from ANN as 
well as regression analysis for all the catchments. A close inspection of the Table 4.28 
reveals that the performance of ANN is better than the performance of the regression 
analysis for the rainfall runoff modeling of Indian catchments. 
4.3 APPLICATION OF ANN TO FLOOD PREDICTION 
The applicability of the ANN for flood prediction has also been assessed in the 
present study. Annual maximum recorded flood in the river Bhima at Deoragaon, a 
tributary of the river Krishna for the period 1951 to 1977 was considered. The return 
period was obtained using plotting formulae (Weibull method) 
Tp= (N+l)/m (4.2) 
where, m = order number 
N = Total number of data 
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A 1-3-1 architecture of ANN was adopted here in, condition being similar to 
rainfeU runoff modeling. Maximum number of iteration was taken as 4,00,000 by trial 
and error. 
Results of ANN, Regression analysis and Gumbel method are given in Table 
4.29. Fig 4.24 depicts a comparison between observed and predicted flood discharge for 
these methods. 
It is generally reported that AJSfN's are not well suitable to extrapolation. This 
aspect of ANN has also been studied herein for flood data because extrapolation is very 
common for the estimation of design flood. The extrapolation upto twice of length of the 
record has been considered in the first instance. The network was trained with the all 
recorded data of flood and peak flood for future retum period was estimated using the 
previous trained network. The results are shown in Table 4.30 and Fig 4.25. The flood 
discharge estimated firom Gumbel's method has also been included here only for 
comparison. It reveals that results are comparable. The extrapolation upto thousand of 
years have also been considered in the present study. The results are shown in Table 4.31 
and Fig 4.26. it may be observed that there is some difference in the values of flood 
discharge predicted by Gumbel method and ANN. The ANN predicts higher values as 
compared to the Gumbel method and it may be considered as conservative estimate. 
4.4 APPLICATION OF ANN TO BRIDGE PIER SCOUR PROBLEM 
The experimental data of scour depth and its relevant parameters obtained at the 
university of Auckland are available (Johnson, 1992) as shown in table 4.32. 
A non-linear least square algorithm, believed to be superior to the conventional 
regression analysis for high intercorelated variables was employed for calibration of 
scour model with experimental data by Johnson (1992) and consequently for following 
scour equation was obtained 
D, = 2.02 y ( b/y f " .FT''' . O ^ ' ' (4.3) 
Where, 
Ds = Predicted scour depth 
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y = The flow depth just upstream of the pier 
b = Pier width 
Fr = upstream Froud number = v / (gy) , 
where v = the approach flow velocity) 
An applicability of the ANN for this scour problem has also been tested in the 
present study. The network control parameters have been used same as previous problem. 
Only one hidden layer containing 9 nodes is adopted. Maximum number of iteration is 
taken as 20,00,000 by trial and error. 
The results obtained from ANN and scour equation are shown in Table 4.32 and 
Fig 4.27. Here also, it is observed that the ANN is able to perform very well on the test 
data confirming the potential of ANN as powerful function approximator. 
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Table 4.1: Details Of Catchments And Range Of Rainfall-RunofTData 
S.No Catchments Year 
Total 
no of 
data 
Range of 
rainfaD (mm) 
Range of 
runofr(mm) 
1. Betwa upto Dhukwan 1926-1975 50 683.0-1539.0 88.0-810.0 
2. Chambal (G) 1946-1984 39 48.72-163.76 5.85-85.29 
3. Hathmati upto himatnagar 1922-1950 25 271.0-11172.0 12.5-999.1 
4. Mahanadi upto Naraj 1926-1950 24 1047.2-14554.2 362.6-1024.0 
5. Banas basin 1960-1983 24 414.0-883.0 46.12-226.24 
6. Ghatprabha upto Hadalga 
dam 
1903-1926 24 525.0-5542.0 1574.0-
5043.0 
7. Gima upto Jomda 1920-1942 23 378.2-5499.3 42.0-188.0 
8. Mahanadi upto Sambalpur 1926-1950 23 122.6-12941.1 362.9-869.6 
9. Sabannati upto Dharoi 1920-1956 16 509.3-1469.4 11.5-403.0 
10. Damodar upto Rohandia 1934-1948 15 887.3-1718.0 93.4-267.0 
11. Kangsvvati upto Midnapur 1940-1953 14 1055.0-1693.4 27.4-616.3 
12. KojTia upto Damsite 1902-1949 13 4175.5-6722.7 3046.0-
5130.8 
13. Tapi upto Kathore 1944-1955 12 441.2-1143.0 75.8-590.6 
14. Sabannati upto Ahm^abad 1920-1950 11 275.1-1429.5 8.9-116.2 
15. Kalisindh basin 1972-1982 11 63.05-129.38 7.43-65.84 
16. Prabati basin 1972-1982 11 48.03-136.93 8.3-63.98 
17. Chambal (L) 1972-1982 11 542.0-903.0 86.9-504.0 
18. Machkund iq)to jalput 1942-1952 10 179.5-1444.6 448.7-1157.0 
19. Tavva upto Damsite 1948-1955 8 856.7-2122.4 301.3-1035.2 
20. Chambal upto Gandhisagar 1947-1953 7 508.0-1066.8 78.0-340.9 
21. Mahanadi upto Baramul 1947-1950 4 146.6-1417.1 428.4-502.8 
22. Tapi upto tadceda 1946-1950 4 596.1-1242.6 53.0-274.3 
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Table 42 : Selection Of Number Of Neurons In The Hidden Layer 
(Betwa upto Dhukwan) 
No of nodes in 
hidden layer 
Mean square 
error 
Average 
absolute error 
Standard 
error 
Correlation 
coefficient 
2 0.55 3.57 100.6 0.76 
3 0.23 2.7 78.9 0.84 
4 0.40 3.01 97.3 0.79 
5 0.16 2.07 86.8 0.81 
6 0.15 2.02 86.3 0.81 
7 0.16 2.1 86.0 0.81 
Table 43 : Selection Of Number Of Learning Cycle/Iteration (Betwa upto Dhukwan) 
Maximum 
iteration 
Mean square 
error 
Average 
absolute error 
Standard 
error 
Correlation 
coefficient 
2,00,000 0.45 3.46 94.3 0.80 
20,00,000 0.45 3.46 95.6 0.78 
40,00,000 0.23 2.72 78.7 0.84 
50,00,000 0.23 2.72 78.7 0.84 
Table 4.4: Selection Of Number Of Training Data (Betwa upto Dhukwan) 
Maximum 
iteration 
%of 
training 
data 
Mean 
square 
error 
Average 
absolute error 
Standard 
error 
Correlation 
coefficient 
50,00,000 10 0.00119 0.086 107.4 0.71 
50,00,000 20 0.420 2.07 145.6 0.38 
50,00,000 30 0.202 1.75 91.84 0.80 
50,00,000 40 0.244 2.44 84.36 0.82 
50,00,000 50 0.233 2.72 78.9 0.84 
50,00,000 60 0.541 3.99 97.11 0.80 
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50,00,000 70 0.665 4.57 113.91 0.84 
50,00,000 80 0.651 4.81 120.73 0.79 
50,00,000 90 0.664 5.53 104.45 0.811 
50,00,000 100 0.534 5.74 121.81 0.80 
Table 4.5: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Betwa upto Dhukwan 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff* Error 
1200.0 311 341.62 30.62 358.88 47.88 
1139.0 200 307.29 107.29 328.60 128.6 
951.0 205 203.96 1.04 242.28 37.28 
1008.0 284 269.95 14.05 267.32 16.68 
966.0 615 603.32 11.68 248.77 366.23 
1130.0 453 303.27 149.73 324.23 128.77 
1115.0 346 297.10 48.90 316.99 29.01 
1223.0 333 357.94 24.94 370.57 37.57 
1487.0 589 555.19 33.81 515.55 73.45 
1113.0 234 296.33 62.33 316.03 82.03 
1156.0 220 315.59 95.59 336.93 116.93 
1147.0 393 311.08 81.92 332.51 60.49 
1116.0 319 297.49 21.51 317.47 1.53 
683.0 281 163.01 117.99 138.50 142.5 
1119.0 330 298.68 31.32 318.91 11.09 
758.0 88 163.75 75.75 165.16 77.16 
1411.0 533 516.36 16.64 471.83 61.17 
1003.0 195 271.20 76.20 265.08 70.08 
1306.0 379 429.14 50.14 414.05 35.05 
1236.0 417 367.96 49.04 377.25 39.75 
1425.0 517 525.23 8.23 479.76 37.24 
1353.0 505 471.60 33.40 439.53 65.47 
1413.0 455 517.67 62.67 472.96 17.96 
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1164.0 418 319.82 98.18 340.88 77.12 
830.0 133 165.07 32.07 192.52 77.12 
804.0 102 164.50 62.50 182.44 59.52 
1100.0 337 291.56 45.44 309.82 27.18 
840.0 139 165.32 26.32 196.45 57.45 
1045.0 241 275.77 34.77 284.10 43.10 
1425.0 424 525.23 101.23 479.76 55.76 
1375.0 432 489.95 57.95 451.67 19.67 
953.0 142 251.29 109.29 243.14 101.14 
1230.0 317 363.26 46.26 374.16 57.16 
1227.0 384 360.96 23.04 372.62 11.38 
1065.0 239 280.77 41.77 293.35 54.35 
1539.0 604 570.59 33.41 546.38 56.62 
1060.0 255 279.44 24.44 291.03 36.03 
1036.0 2.11 273.77 62.77 279.98 68.96 
1144.0 369 309.64 59.36 331.04 37.96 
746.0 206 163.60 42.40 160.76 45.24 
745.0 141 163.59 22.59 160.40 19.40 
1159.0 383 317.15 65.85 338.41 44.59 
862.0 268 165.95 102.05 205.22 62.78 
1495.0 576 558.06 17.94 520.25 55.75 
1254.0 524 382.69 141.31 386.58 137.42 
1418.0 810 520.89 289.11 475.79 334.21 
916.0 253 167.75 85.25 227.41 25.59 
1387.0 613 499.3 113.70 458.35 154.65 
996.0 403 278.18 124.32 261.96 141.04 
1344.0 430 463.72 33.72 434.6 4.60 
Table 4.6: A Comparbon Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For Chambal (G) 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Error 
111.26 41.79 41.98 0.19 37.25 4.54 
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86.65 32.45 23.54 8.91 21.45 11.0 
Table 4.7: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Hatmati upto Himatnagar 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
RainfaU RunofT Runoff Error Runoff Error 
719.6 138.8 184.48 45.68 132.07 6.73 
271.0 149.1 75.7 73.4 56.71 92.39 
733.0 71.7 224.1 152.4 134.19 62.49 
469.1 33.6 74.53 40.93 91.19 57.59 
914.9 278.1 507.34 229.24 162.58 115.52 
11172.6 373.8 425.16 51.36 1418.6 1044.8 
836.7 999.1 497.11 501.99 150.48 848.62 
533.4 89.7 74.43 51.27 101.91 12.21 
714.5 175.0 171.49 3.51 131.26 43.74 
960.4 213.6 487.31 273.71 169.56 44.04 
689.4 40.5 124.29 83.79 127.26 86.76 
1037.8 468.7 435.09 33.61 181.33 287.37 
1066.0 563.8 411.95 151.85 185.58 378.22 
580.1 136.4 75.79 60.61 109.59 26.81 
396.2 15.8 75.05 59.25 78.78 62.98 
508.8 113.8 74.35 39.45 97.83 15.97 
469.1 43.3 74.53 31.23 91.19 47.89 
538.2 12.5 74.48 61.98 102.71 90.21 
1047.8 211.1 427.10 216.0 182.84 28.26 
1538.7 992.2 986.06 6.14 254.99 737.21 
739.1 490.1 244.44 245.66 135.16 354.94 
715.8 232.3 174.69 57.61 131.46 100.84 
769.9 48.2 354.84 306.64 140.02 91.82 
558.0 51.3 74.85 23.55 105.97 54.67 
1005.3 313.3 459.27 145.97 176.4 136.9 
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Table 4.8: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Mahanadi upto Naraj 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Er ro r 
1555.0 743.1 906.11 163.01 681.04 62.06 
1445.0 788.7 757.65 31.05 671.11 117.59 
1262.9 551.8 475.8 76.0 653.27 101.47 
1485.9 938.8 845.78 93.02 674.87 263.93 
1251.5 607.6 473.58 134.02 652.09 44.49 
1360.2 604.6 544.18 60.42 663.05 58.45 
1366.8 690.1 555.11 134.99 663.69 26.41 
1791.0 1024.0 924.89 99.11 700.56 323.44 
1444.8 911.7 757.11 154.59 671.10 240.60 
1185.4 641.0 467.44 173.56 645.05 4.05 
1775.4 1030.6 924.85 105.75 699.33 331.27 
1591.3 893.3 916.26 22.96 684.19 209.11 
1412.5 689.4 663.95 25.45 668.07 21.33 
1533.1 918.8 895.02 23.78 679.11 239.69 
14554.2 832.8 919.9 87.10 1065.22 232.42 
1047.2 394.7 465.62 70.92 629.25 234.55 
1417.3 739.6. 677..91 61.69 668.52 71.08 
1543.3 878.2 900.81 22.61 680.01 198.19 
1659.3 948.0 922.99 25.01 689.94 258.06 
1341.4 721.6 519.25 202.35 661.20 60.4 
1464.8 493.3 806.25 312.95 672.94 179.64 
1341.1 362.2 518.92 156.72 661.17 298.97 
1409.2 362.6 654.5 291.9 667.76 305.16 
1294.4 406.1 485.59 79.49 656.6 250.4 
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Table 4^: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For Banas Basin 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff* Runoff* Error Runoff* Er ror 
497.0 69.51 67.96 1.55 74.06 4.55 
805.0 104.95 127.80 22.85 154.76 49.81 
510.0 46.12 68.18 22.06 77.04 30.92 
507.0 65.4 68.11 2.71 76.35 10.95 
557.0 70.3 88.0 17.7 88.15 17.85 
364.0 48.82 67.87 19.05 46.01 2.81 
490.0 57.62 67.92 10.3 72.47 14.85 
594.0 85.73 124.06 38.33 97.26 11.53 
505.0 95.80 68.07 27.73 75.89 19.91 
558.0 89.36 89.36 0.0 88.39 0.97 
658.0 97.14 126.89 29.75 113.72 16.58 
693.0 125.49 126.90 1.41 123.09 2.4 
419.0 69.85 67.87 1.98 57.05 12.8 
883.0 226.24 226.24 0.0 178.26 47.98 
593.0 150.64 123.8 26.84 97.01 53.63 
852.0 192.71 200.14 7.43 168.78 23.93 
718.8 147.94 126.9 21.04 130.16 17.78 
758.0 133.88 126.91 6.97 141.17 7.29 
562.0 101.03 95.13 5.9 89.36 11.67 
472.0 82.03 67.88 14.15 68.44 13.59 
502.0 80.32 68.02 12.3 75.2 5.12 
616.0 111.24 126.53 15.29 102.82 8.42 
414.0 89.92 67.87 22.05 56.02 33.9 
690.0 113.32 126.9 13.58 122.28 8.96 
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Table 4.10: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Ghatprabha upto Hadalga Dam 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Error 
525.0 3235.6 3235.6 0.0 2411.56 824.04 
5542.0 3352.0 3919.59 567.59 3174.13 177.87 
3977.0 1574.0 2400.75 826.75 3053.68 1479.68 
5138.0 2500.0 3835.77 1335.77 3146.24 646.24 
4728.0 4188.0 3750.42 437.58 3115.88 1072.12 
5435.0 4209.0 3845.65 363.35 3166.92 1042.08 
4522.4 3242.0 3519.12 277.12 3099.77 142.23 
4257.8 2949.0 2847.45 101.55 3078.06 129.06 
3892.9 1958.0 2354.62 396.62 3046.08 1088.08 
5053.8 4981.0 3831.24 1149.76 3140.19 1840.81 
3525.5 3083.0 2296.97 786.03 3011.08 71.92 
5670.3 5043.0 4931.24 111.97 3182.61 1860.39 
3728.5 2825.6 2312.67 512.93 3030.79 205.19 
5154.5 3149.0 3836.40 687.4 3147.42 1.58 
4580.1 3082.0 3611.06 529.06 3104.36 22.36 
3264.9 1742.0 2292.53 550.53 2984.24 1242.24 
4264.4 2568.0 2864.72 296.72 3078.62 510.62 
3885.0 2431.0 2351.42 79.58 3045.36 614.36 
4120.4 2869.0 2557.95 311.05 3066.31 197.31 
4920.5 3465.9 3816.10 350.2 3130.41 335.49 
5070.6 4406.0 3832.36 570.64 3141.40 1264.6 
4309.1 3430.0 2986.76 443.64 3082.36 347.64 
4225.0 2638.0 2765.52 127.52 3075.29 437.29 
4487.2 2873.3 3450.33 577.03 3096.95 223.65 
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Table 4.11: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted RunofTFor 
Gima upto Jamda 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Er ro r 
378.2 42.0 72.81 30.18 94.16 52.16 
548.1 118.0 88.46 29.54 102.57 15.43 
5499.3 100.0 106.66 6.66 174.6 74.6 
579.1 92.0 95.44 3.44 103.88 11.88 
639.5 161.0 113.27 47.73 106.29 54.71 
510.7 67.0 82.24 15.24 100.92 33.92 
534.6 66.0 85.95 19.95 101.99 35.99 
826.0 165.0 153.73 11.27 112.75 52.25 
642.7 142.0 114.3 27.7 106.41 35.59 
533.9 108.0 85.83 22.17 101.96 6.04 
716.0 170.0 136.2 33.8 109.1 60.90 
865.1 188.0 156.4 31.6 113.96 74.04 
696.5 98.0 131.0 33.0 108.4 10.4 
992.3 174.0 159.9 14.1 117.63 56.37 
472.6 101.0 77.97 23.03 99.13 1.87 
613.4 97.0 105.04 8.04 105.27 8.27 
607.3 60.0 103.21 43.21 105.03 45.03 
630.4 97.0 110.35 13.35 105.94 8.94 
906.2 167.0 158.15 8.85 115.19 51.81 
616.7 118.0 106.05 11.95 105.4 12.6 
779.5 115.9 148.55 32.65 111.26 4.64 
546.6 110.0 88.16 21.84 102.51 7.49 
613.4 87.0 105.04 18.04 105.27 18.27 
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Table 4.12: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Mahanadi upto Sambalpur 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Er ror Runoff Er ror 
1533.9 740.8 777.3 36.5 679.88 60.92 
1438.9 724.1 735.23 11.13 676.47 47.63 
1148.8 512.1 497.11 14.99 664.6 152.5 
1449.6 874.7 741.4 133.3 676.86 197.84 
122.6 553.7 600.32 46.62 557.41 3.71 
1383.0 613.2 696.31 83.11 674.37 61.17 
12941.1 649.5 683.65 34.15 803.96 154.46 
1204.2 588.7 534.81 53.89 667.07 78.37 
1704.1 879.5 806.95 72.55 685.52 193.98 
1624.3 824.9 797.69 27.21 682.95 141.95 
1464.8 636.4 749.48 113.08 677.42 41.02 
1489.2 855.1 760.87 94.23 678.3 176.8 
1402.8 777.5 711.38 66.12 675.12 102.38 
939.0 362.9 434.82 71.92 654.15 291.25 
1425.0 693.5 726.61 33.11 675.95 17.55 
1561.0 805.3 784.93 20.37 680.81 124.49 
1618.7 869.6 796.79 72.81 682.76 186.84 
1356.1 634.6 673.76 39.16 673.33 38.73 
1403.6 735.7 711.96 23.74 675.15 60.55 
1547.9 574.7 781.44 206.74 680.36 105.66 
1358.4 572.7 675.77 103.07 673.42 100.72 
1430.0 501.6 729.79 228.19 676.14 174.54 
1271.8 512.3 594.26 81.96 669.94 157.64 
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Table 4.13: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Sabaraiati upto Dharoi 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error RunofT Error 
960.4 41.7 46.25 4.55 95.03 53.33 
1092.5 165.0 163.09 1.91 122.58 42.42 
319.8 25.9 28.14 2.24 10.82 15.08 
1038.9 54.6 62.82 8.22 110.98 56.38 
624.8 25.0 39.24 14.24 40.64 15.64 
1365.5 387.2 372.10 15.1 190.46 196.74 
1411.7 267.4 296.12 28.72 203.4 64.0 
509.3 11.5 35.58 24.08 27.14 15.64 
1469.4 127.8 118.85 8.95 220.15 92.35 
731.3 81.0 41.78 39.22 55.47 25.53 
635.6 55.6 39.54 16.06 42.04 13.56 
554.0 71.9 37.11 34.79 32.05 39.85 
1185.7 403.0 386.69 16.31 144.1 258.9 
523.0 15.2 36.06 20.86 28.6 13.4 
955.3 34.8 46.01 11.21 94.03 59.23 
1419.4 306.8 272.61 34.19 205.59 101.21 
Table 4.14: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Damodar upto Rohandia 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall RunofT RunofT Error RunofT Error 
944.8 93.4 113.33 19.93 130.46 37.06 
1096.0 117.3 158.7 41.4 154.14 36.84 
1399.0 182.3 199.71 17.41 202.77 20.47 
1156.0 141.0 129.85 11.15 163.65 22.65 
887.3 122.0 113.44 8.56 121.58 0.42 
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1330.7 211.6 206.9 4.7 191.68 19.92 
904.2 122.8 113.42 9.38 124.18 1.38 
1291.2 199.0 224.14 25.14 185.3 13.7 
1362.7 237.8 201.78 36.02 196.87 40.93 
1298.0 198.0 219.91 21.91 186.4 11.6 
1083.0 170.0 169.94 0.06 152.09 17.19 
1093.9 161.5 160.76 0.74 153.81 7.69 
1255.0 267.0 252.53 14.47 179.47 87.53 
1083.0 190.5 169.94 20.56 152.09 38.41 
1718.0 183.3 198.73 15.43 255.39 72.09 
Table 4.15: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Kangswati upto Midnapur 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
RainfaU Runoff Runoff Er ror Runoff Er ror 
1239.5 277.6 257.0 20.6 202.19 75.41 
1577.1 513.6 442.75 70.85 474.44 39.16 
1652.0 616.3 555.68 60.62 559.16 57.14 
1569.9 365.4 424.91 59.51 466.82 101.42 
1358.9 368.5 286.64 81.86 280.02 88.48 
1238.7 198.0 256.66 58.66 201.73 3.73 
1601.9 468.0 499.05 31.05 501.39 33.39 
1057.3 282.0 150.81 131.19 115.16 166.84 
1343.1 306.9 284.54 22.36 268.66 38.24 
1202.7 279.7 238.93 40.77 181.73 97.97 
1672.8 545.0 563.54 18.54 584.48 39.48 
1346.2 205.5 284.98 79.48 270.87 65.37 
1055.0 27.4 149.76 122.36 114.27 86.87 
1693.4 540.6 567.6 27.0 610.37 69.77 
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Table 4.16: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Koyna upto Damsiti 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Er ror 
4260.6 3149.6 3330.4 180.8 3375.96 226.36 
5026.2 3810.0 3828.56 18.56 3976.4 166.4 
4291.3 3733.8 3289.14 444.66 3400.05 333.75 
4175.5 3454.4 3497.15 42.75 3309.16 145.24 
4458.0 3454.4 3439.95 14.45 3530.86 76.46 
5684.0 4775.2 4782.39 7.19 4491.58 283.62 
4780.3 3911.6 3902.26 9.34 3783.64 127.96 
4511.6 3759.2 3705.48 53.72 3572.91 186.29 
4568.7 3860.8 3921.98 61.18 3617.70 243.10 
6722.7 5130.8 5129.55 1.25 5303.98 173.18 
4208.0 3454.4 3426.74 27.66 3334.67 119.73 
4321.1 3149.6 3262.47 112.87 3423.44 273.84 
4386.1 3046.0 3265.02 219.02 3474.45 428.45 
Table 4.17: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Tapi upto Kathori 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff* Error 
1143.0 590.6 507.09 83.51 774.25 183.65 
807.7 306.4 274.72 31.68 319.75 13.35 
783.8 292.1 281.75 10.35 296.27 4.11 
707.1 186.5 173.1 13.4 227.87 41.37 
777.2 254.5 275.08 20.58 289.89 35.39 
1094.4 418.8 500.47 81.67 693.14 274.34 
568.7 145.4 109.14 36.26 130.84 14.56 
658.1 112.4 134.71 22.31 189.78 77.38 
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441.2 75.8 100.92 25.12 68.54 7.26 
728.9 188.0 200.66 12.66 246.19 58.19 
891.5 3199.0 3134.46 64.54 411.16 2787.84 
876.3 290.8 315.55 24.75 393.54 102.74 
Table 4.18: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Sabarmati upto Ahmadabad 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
RainfaU Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Error 
750.6 43.2 32.28 10.92 45.5 2.3 
1044.7 55.1 77.7 22.6 72.75 17.65 
275.1 18.5 8.92 9.58 10.95 7.55 
717.8 29.6 39.25 9.65 42.7 13.10 
483.4 14.3 8.92 5.38 24.37 10.07 
1057.4 116.2 88.93 27.27 74.01 42.19 
1429.5 80.9 102.99 22.09 113.53 32.63 
669.8 79.3 79.73 0.43 38.7] 40.59 
342.4 8.9 8.92 0.02 14.93 6.03 
621.5 38.3 40.36 2.06 34.81 3.49 
1142.8 111.2 102.84 8.36 82.63 28.57 
Table 4.19: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For Kalisindh Basin 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Error 
63.05 16.45 10.72 5.73 10.77 5.68 
129.38 65.84 65.67 0.17 71.67 5.83 
93.62 52.39 36.8 15.59 30.55 21.84 
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98.26 31.48 30.08 1.4 34.70 3.22 
94.41 22.81 35.68 12.87 31.23 8.42 
80.94 24.66 18.04 6.62 20.81 3.85 
81.48 15.55 19.22 3.67 21.18 5.63 
54.44 7.43 10.67 3.24 7.32 0.11 
65.27 8.82 10.76 1.94 11.8 2.98 
71.1 10.22 11.1 0.88 14.79 4.57 
89.48 37.27 38.63 1.36 27.11 10.16 
Table 4.20: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted RunofTFor Prabati Basin 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff RunofT Er ror Runoff Error 
59.86 14.49 11.34 3.15 14.08 0.41 
136.93 63.98 62.77 1.21 64.34 0.36 
96.55 33.8 32.73 1.07 33.87 0.07 
129.78 51.87 52.89 1.02 58.31 6.44 
95.55 23.25 32.33 9.08 33.23 9.98 
100.58 31.68 37.93 6.25 36.51 4.83 
37.01 45.65 30.98 14.67 27.98 17.67 
48.03 8.3 11.17 2.87 9.39 1.09 
83.74 25.76 29.80 4.04 26.08 0.32 
77.22 22.28 23.18 0.9 22.47 0.19 
101.89 47.98 41.22 6.76 37.39 10.59 
Table 4.21: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted RunofTFor Chambal (L) 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall RunofT Runoff* Er ror Runoff* Error 
546.0 146.3 145.48 0.82 146.7 0.4 
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778.0 504.0 349.45 154.55 271.95 232.05 
822.0 258.1 259.68 1.58 299.32 41.22 
903.0 311.4 270.01 41.39 352.59 41.19 
774.0 274.9 347.49 72.59 269.52 5.38 
931.0 279.9 271.94 7.96 371.86 91.96 
763.0 283.4 341.08 57.68 262.87 20.53 
565.0 86.9 118.34 31.44 155.72 68.82 
564.0 152.6 118.3 34.3 155.24 2.64 
542.0 183.7 179.5 4.2 144.84 38.86 
681.0 266.0 250.6 15.4 215.62 50.38 
Table 4^2: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Machkund upto Jalput 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
RainfaU Runoff RunofT Error RunofT Er ro r 
821.4 551.0 550.9 0.1 810.42 259.42 
1331.5 448.7 866.69 417.99 753.2 304.5 
1173.7 811.5 833.87 22.37 767.74 43.76 
179.5 1157.0 1156.31 0.69 1020.52 136.48 
1232.6 916.9 856.08 60.82 762.06 154.84 
1402.5 1016.0 868.08 147.92 747.29 268.71 
1033.5 616.4 642.27 25.87 782.69 166.29 
1378.2 900.0 867.82 32.18 749.27 150.73 
1444.6 672.0 868.27 196.27 743.95 71.95 
1373.2 1105.0 867.75 237.25 749.69 355.31 
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Table 4 ^ 3 : A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted RunoflFFor 
Tawa upto Damsiti 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Error 
2122.4 1035.2 1029.56 5.64 880.97 154.23 
1598.1 686.1 669.18 16.92 589.4 96.7 
1479.3 438.4 427.38 11.02 528.31 89.91 
1088.6 327.6 331.25 3.65 342.16 14.56 
856.7 301.3 306.89 5.59 243.7 57.6 
1351.2 379.6 370.04 9.56 464.7 85.1 
1505.9 445.6 467.52 21.92 541.82 96.22 
1761.5 749.5 759.9 10.4 676.55 72.95 
Table 4.24: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Chambal upto Gandhisagar 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Error 
888.0 257.0 256.95 0.05 244.57 12.43 
1066.8 340.9 340.81 0.09 388.03 47.13 
711.2 78.0 81.92 3.92 139.9 61.9 
812.8 318.0 317.66 0.34 195.76 122.24 
508.0 64.0 87.2 23.2 60.00 4.0 
863.6 236.5 236.48 0.02 228.01 8.49 
635.0 113.7 86.59 27.11 105.19 8.51 
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Table 4J5: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Mahanadi upto Baramul 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
RainfaU RunofT Runoff Error Runoff Error 
146.6 502.8 502.47 0.33 502.65 0.15 
1338.3 428.4 431.69 3.29 431.85 3.45 
1417.1 423.5 432.26 2.24 430.16 4.34 
1283.0 432.1 431.33 0.77 433.10 1.00 
Table 4.26: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For 
Tapi upto Taskeda 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
ANN REGRESSION 
Rainfall Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Error 
951.2 109.7 112.33 2.63 128.97 19.27 
835.7 84.2 77.81 6.39 97.09 12.89 
1242.6 274.3 270.2 4.1 231.78 42.52 
596.1 53.0 60.18 7.18 46.27 6.73 
Table 4.27: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Runoff For validation 
(Betwa upto Dhukwan) 
PREDICTED 
OBSERVED 
ANN 
se = 90.52 
r = 0.862 
REGRESSION 
se = 95.87 
r = 0.860 
RainfaU Runoff Runoff Error Runoff Error 
804 102 164.5 62.50 182.44 80.44 
1100 337 291.56 45.44 309.82 27.18 
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996 
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Table 4.29: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted flood discharge 
OBSERVED 
PREDICTED 
ANN 
se = 297.12 
r=0.96 
REGRESSION 
se= 44934 
1-0.93 
GUMBEL 
se = 223.49 
r=0.81 
Return 
period 
Flood 
discharge 
Flood 
discharge 
Error Flood 
dbcharge 
Error Flood 
discharge 
Error 
28.0 7826.0 7803.96 22.04 8933.56 1107.56 7883.4 57.4 
14.0 6900.0 7108.25 208.25 7182.88 282.88 6956.6 56.6 
9.33 6761.0 7056.36 295.36 6321.77 439.23 6403.1 357.9 
7.00 6599.0 6619.61 20.61 5775.28 823.72 6003.1 595.9 
5.6 5060.0 5560.01 500.01 5383.67 323.67 5685.7 625.7 
4.67 5050.0 5101.09 51.01 5084.63 34.63 5421.5 371.5 
4.0 4903.0 4954.63 51.09 4842.79 60.21 5190.8 287.8 
3.5 4798.0 4877.24 79.24 4643.52 154.48 4986.9 188.9 
3.11 4652.0 4801.70 149.7 4474.06 177.94 4801.6 149.6 
2.8 4593.0 4708.58 115.58 4328.65 264.35 4632.2 39.2 
2.55 4366.0 4593.87 227.87 4203.11 162.89 4476.87 110.87 
2.33 4290.0 4448.87 158.87 4085.46 204.54 4322.1 32.1 
2.15 4175.0 4290.6 115.6 3983.39 191.61 4179.25 4.25 
2.00 4124.0 4128.12 4.12 3893.77 230.23 4045.99 78.01 
1.87 3873.0 3965.75 92.75 3812.28 60.72 3917.24 44.24 
1.75 3757.0 3802.05 45.05 3733.55 23.45 3784.5 30.5 
1.65 3700.0 3660.45 39.55 3665.05 34.95 3661.1 38.9 
1.56 3521.0 3533.86 12.86 3600.93 79.93 3464.4 56.6 
1.47 3496.0 3413.03 82.97 3534.23 38.23 3397.9 98.1 
1.40 3380.0 3326.12 53.88 3480.38 100.38 3275.4 104.6 
1.33 3320.0 3247.57 72.43 3424.65 104.65 3136.56 183.48 
1.27 2988.0 3188.03 200.03 3375.27 387.27 2999.6 11.6 
1.17 2947.0 3106.18 159.18 3289.28 342.28 2839.3 107.7 
1.12 2709.0 3073.46 364.46 3244.38 535.38 2522.6 186.4 
1.08 2399.0 3051.04 652.04 3207.46 808.46 2323.5 75.5 
1.04 1971.0 3031.75 1060.75 3169.6 1198.6 2031.11 60.11 
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Table 430: A Comparison Between ANN And Gumbel Method 
(For Twice Of Lenglh Of Record) 
Return period Flood discharge by 
Gumbel 
Flood discharge by ANN 
30 8056.59 7974.8 
40 8810.65 8354.9 
50 8840.65 8648.7 
60 8850.34 8888.29 
Table 431: A Comparison Between ANN And Gumbel Mediod 
(Upto Thousand Of Years) 
Return period 
(years) 
Flood discharge by Gumbel 
(m7s) 
Flood discharge by ANN 
(m^/s) 
30 7974.8 8385.44 
40 8354.9 8994.95 
50 8648.7 9550.16 
60 8888.29 9908.66 
70 9090.55 10119.73 
80 9265.57 10249.71 
90 9419.82 10340.65 
100 9557.72 10415.53 
200 10463.39 11398.19 
300 10992.35 12077.29 
400 11367.43 12212.77 
500 11658.26 12265.38 
600 11895.84 12301.15 
700 12096.68 12327.5 
800 12270.64 12346.78 
900 1242.408 12360.72 
1000 12561.32 12370.72 
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Table 432: A Comparison Of Observed And Predicted Scour Depth. 
OBSERVED PREDICTED 
y b/y Fr a Ds 
ANN 
se = 0.011 
r=0.96 
N O N l 
REGR] 
ANAI 
se = ( 
r = 
JNEAR 
ESSION 
LYSES 
9.024 
0.81 
Ds Error Ds Error 
0.17 0.26 0.238 1.3 0.071 0.071 0.0 0.064 0.007 
0.17 0.23 0.269 1.3 0.069 0.069 0.0 0.058 0.011 
0.17 0.23 0.271 2 0.082 0.087 0.005 0.052 0.03 
0.17 0.26 0.271 5.5 0.022 0.025 0.003 0.046 0.024 
0.17 0.3 0.279 1.3 0.097 0.096 0.001 0.076 0.021 
0.17 0.26 0.287 2.8 0.031 0.04 0.009 0.055 0.024 
0.17 0.19 0.304 1.3 0.049 0.058 0.009 0.049 0.0 
0.21 0.19 0.505 1.3 0.064 0.073 0.009 0.069 0.005 
0.17 0.22 0.696 1.3 0.066 0.08 0.014 0.068 0.002 
0.1 1.02 0.808 1.3 0.124 0.131 0.007 0.185 0.061 
0.1 1.02 0.606 1.3 0.115 0.117 0.002 0.174 0.059 
0.1 0.8 1.111 1.3 0.122 0.117 0.005 0.156 0.034 
0.1 0.51 1.212 1.3 0.077 0.088 0.011 0.102 0.025 
0.17 0.19 0.271 2 0.065 0.08 0.015 0.043 0.022 
0.17 0.19 0.287 5.5 0.015 0.019 0.004 0.034 0.019 
0.17 0.26 0.338 1.3 0.07 0.092 0.022 0.069 0.001 
0.17 0.26 0.353 1.3 0.07 0.091 0.021 0.069 0.001 
0.17 0.22 0.353 1.3 0.075 0.084 0.009 0.059 0.016 
0.17 0.22 0.353 1.3 0.06 0.084 0.024 0.059 0.001 
0.17 0.19 0.371 1.3 0.06 0.071 0.011 0.051 0.009 
0.17 0.19 0.387 1.3 0.054 0.071 0.017 0.052 0.002 
0.17 0.23 0.407 1.3 0.061 0.085 0.024 0.063 0.002 
0.17 0.26 0.41 1.3 0.078 0.09 0.012 0.071 0.007 
0.17 0.19 0.424 1.3 0.057 0.07 0.013 0.053 0.004 
0.17 0.26 0.424 1.3 0.077 0.09 0.013 0.072 0.005 
0.17 0.19 0.432 1.3 0.055 0.07 0.015 0.053 0.002 
0.17 0.19 0.453 1.3 0.059 0.071 0.012 0.054 0.005 
0.17 0.19 0.448 1.3 0.049 0.071 0.022 0.054 0.005 
0.17 0.22 0.45 1.3 0.065 0.082 0.017 0.062 0.003 
82 
0.17 0.26 0.45 1.3 0.076 0.09 0.014 0.073 0.003 
0.17 0.23 0.451 1.3 0.072 0.085 0.013 0.065 0.007 
0.17 0.3 0.476 1.3 0.068 0.094 0.026 0.085 0.017 
0.17 0.19 0.484 1.3 0.058 0.071 0.013 0.054 0.001 
0.17 0.26 0.503 1.3 0.074 0.09 0.016 0.075 0.001 
0.17 0.19 0.509 1.3 0.051 0.072 0.021 0.055 0.004 
0.17 0.26 0.51 1.3 0.081 0.09 0.009 0.075 0.006 
0.17 0.19 0.519 1.3 0.05 0.072 0.022 0.055 0.005 
0.17 0.26 0.502 1.3 0.077 0.09 0.013 0.075 0.002 
0.17 0.23 0.565 1.3 0.077 0.86 0.009 0.68 0.009 
0.17 0.19 0.565 1.3 0.049 0.072 0.023 0.056 0.007 
0.17 0.23 0.575 1.3 0.077 0.086 0.009 0.068 0.009 
0.17 0.19 0.584 1.3 0.061 0.072 0.011 0.057 0.004 
0.17 0.26 0.588 1.3 0.076 0.09 0.014 0.077 0.001 
0.17 0.26 0.554 1.3 0.071 0.09 0.019 0.076 0.005 
0.17 0.19 0.593 1.3 0.052 0.072 0.02 0.057 0.005 
0.17 0.23 0.598 1.3 0.078 0.085 0.007 0.069 0.009 
0.21 0.21 0.599 1.3 0.069 0.08 0.011 0.077 0.008 
0.17 0.3 0.604 1.3 0.075 0.094 0.019 0.089 0.014 
0.21 0.15 0.611 1.3 0.035 0.046 0.011 0.056 0.021 
0.21 0.19 0.613 1.3 0.062 0.072 0.01 0.071 0.009 
0.17 0.23 0.651 1.3 0.078 0.084 0.006 0.07 0.008 
0.17 0.26 0.652 1.3 0.086 0.089 0.003 0.079 0.007 
0.21 0.15 0.655 1.3 0.037 0.044 0.007 0.057 0.02 
0.21 0.21 0.667 1.3 0.064 0.079 0.015 0.079 0.015 
0.17 0.26 0.627 1.3 0.068 0.09 0.022 0.078 0.01 
0.21 0.15 0.683 1.3 0.034 0.043 0.009 0.057 0.023 
0.17 0.26 0.689 1.3 0.08 0.089 0.009 0.08 0.0 
0.21 0.19 0.693 1.3 0.061 0.069 0.008 0.072 0.011 
0.17 0.26 0.271 2.0 0.076 0.089 0.013 0.059 0.017 
0.17 0.19 0.317 2.8 0.028 0.032 0.004 0.041 0.013 
0.17 0.41 0.472 5.5 0.089 0.096 0.007 0.081 0.008 
0.17 0.26 0.472 5.5 0.054 0.059 0.005 0.052 0.002 
0.17 0.23 0.488 2.0 0.071 0.081 0.01 0.059 0.012 
0.17 0.19 0.503 5.5 0.039 0.064 0.01 0.05 0.0 
0.17 0.19 0.519 2.0 0.054 0.089 0.015 0.068 0.004 
0.17 0.26 0.519 2.0 0.074 0.089 0.015 0.068 0.006 
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0.17 0.19 0.519 2.0 0.056 0.064 0.008 0.05 0.006 
0.17 0.26 0.527 2.0 0.078 0.088 0.01 0.068 0.01 
0.17 0.19 0.527 2.8 0.037 0.045 0.008 0.046 0.009 
0.17 0.26 0.558 5.5 0.054 0.06 0.008 0.054 0.002 
0.17 0.23 0.348 2.0 0.066 0.078 0.012 0.055 0.011 
0.17 0.23 0.348 2.0 0.072 0.078 0.006 0.055 0.017 
0.17 0.19 0.348 2.0 0.048 0.064 0.016 0.046 0.002 
0.17 0.26 0.372 5.5 0.039 0.045 0.006 0.049 0.01 
0.17 0.26 0.372 2.8 0.055 0.058 0.003 j 0.058 0.003 
0.17 0.19 0.379 2.8 0.039 0.04 0.001 0.043 0.004 
0.17 0.26 0.387 4.3 0.021 0.035 0.014 0.053 0.032 
0.17 0.19 0.387 5.5 0.027 0.03 0.003 0.037 0.01 
0.17 0.19 0.387 2.0 0.055 0.063 0.008 0.047 0.008 
0.17 0.26 0.418 2.0 0.079 0.088 0.009 0.065 0.014 
0.17 0.23 0.426 2.0 0.076 0.081 0.005 0.058 0.018 
0.17 0.19 0.426 2.0 0.052 0.063 0.011 0.048 0.004 
0.17 0.26 0.434 2.0 0.08 0.088 0.008 0.065 0.015 
0.17 0.19 0.449 2.8 0.039 0.044 0.005 0.045 0.006 
0.17 0.26 0.457 2.8 0.058 0.066 0.008 0.061 0.003 
0.17 0.41 0.612 5.5 0.088 0.095 0.007 0.086 0.002 
0.17 0.26 0.612 2.8 0.06 0.07 0.01 0.065 0.005 
0.17 0.19 0.612 5.5 0.031 0.04 0.009 0.04 0.009 
0.17 0.23 0.612 2.0 0.069 0.081 0.012 0.062 0.007 
0.17 0.26 0.619 5.5 0.05 0.06 0.01 0.055 0.005 
0.17 0.26 0.627 2.0 0.076 0.87 0.011 0.07 0.006 
0.17 0.26 0.627 2.0 0.078 0.087 0.009 0.07 0.008 
0.17 0.19 0.635 2.0 0.057 0.063 0.006 0.052 0.005 
0.17 0.19 0.658 2.0 0.056 0.063 0.007 0.052 0.004 
0.17 0.19 0.658 2.8 0.038 0.044 0.006 0.048 0.01 
0.17 0.26 0.681 5.5 0.054 0.06 0.006 0.056 0.002 
0.1 0.8 0.303 1.3 0.077 0.081 0.004 0.119 0.042 
0.1 0.51 0.353 1.3 0.056 0.055 0.001 0.079 0.023 
0.1 1.02 0.374 1.3 0.092 0.101 0.009 0.157 0.065 
0.1 0.51 0.505 1.3 0.067 0.071 0.004 0.085 0.018 
0.1 0.51 0.656 1.3 0.08 0.079 0.001 0.09 0.01 
0.1 0.8 0.808 1.3 0.121 0.101 0.02 0.146 0.025 
0.1 0.51 0.232 1.2 0.062 0.067 0.005 
1 
0.074 0.012 
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0.1 0.51 0.404 1.2 0.062 0.064 0.002 0.083 0.021 
0.1 0.8 0.656 1.2 0.109 0.101 0.008 0.142 0.033 
0.1 0.51 1.060 1.2 0.096 0.09 0.006 0.101 0.005 
0.1 1.02 0.505 1.3 0.106 0.108 0.002 0.168 0.062 
0.1 0.51 0.808 1.3 0.08 0.085 0.005 0.094 0.014 
0.1 0.8 1.06 1.3 0.11 0.112 0.002 0.154 0.044 
0.1 0.8 0.808 1.3 0.09 0.101 0.011 0.146 0.056 
0.1 0.8 1.06 1.3 0.105 0.112 0.007 0.154 0.049 
0.1 1.02 1.212 1.3 0.117 0.133 0.016 0.201 0.084 
0.1 0.8 0.302 1.3 0.079 0.081 0.002 0.119 0.04 
0.1 0.51 0.374 1.3 0.056 0.058 0.002 0.08 0.024 
0.1 0.51 0.454 1.3 0.063 0.068 0.005 0.083 0.02 
0.1 1.02 0.808 1.3 0.114 0.131 0.013 0.185 0.041 
0.1 0.51 0.303 1.2 0.055 0.055 0.00 0.078 0.023 
0.1 0.8 1.06 1.2 0.132 0.108 0.024 0.157 0.025 
0.1 0.51 0.505 1.3 0.065 0.071 0.006 0.085 0.02 
0.1 1.02 0.656 1.3 0.109 0.123 0.014 0.177 0.068 
0.1 0.51 0.606 1.3 0.067 0.077 0.01 0.088 0.021 
0.1 1.02 1.06 1.3 0.123 0.133 0.01 0.196 0.073 
0.1 0.8 0.606 1.3 0.097 0.101 0.004 0.137 0.04 
0.1 1.02 0.303 1.3 0.09 0.092 0.002 0.15 0.06 
0.1 0.51 0.394 1.3 0.058 0.061 0.003 0.81 0.023 
0.1 0.8 0.656 1.3 0.11 0.101 0.009 0.14 0.03 
0.1 0.8 0.818 1.3 0.122 0.101 0.021 0.146 0.024 
0.1 0.8 0.404 1.2 0.087 0.099 0.012 0.128 0.041 
0.1 1.02 0.808 1.2 0.138 0.13 0.008 0.189 0.051 
0.1 0.8 0.505 1.3 0.089 0.101 0.012 0.132 0.043 
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CHAPTER-V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusion drawn from present study may be summarized as: 
1) Artificial neural network approach was able to model the Rainfall-Runoff process 
in the catchments of Indian River in a reasonably accurate manner. The ANN 
rainfall-runoff model results compared favorably with the observed data during 
calibration as well as validation. 
2) A good correlation between the observations and the corresponding network 
output has been found by Artificial neural network as compared to regression 
analysis for all cases. 
3) Artificial neural network has been found to give more satisfactory results for 
flood predictions than those of regression analysis and Gumbel method. 
4) The extrapolation upto twice of length of the record of flood data indicates that 
the results are comparable. 
5) For the extrapolation upto thousand of year, the ANN predict higher values as 
compared to the Gumbel method and it may be considered as conservative 
estimate. 
6) Artificial neural network model for four input nodes with scour problem ha s been 
found to give better results as compared to method of non-linear regression 
analysis. 
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Appendix 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
c program ann.f 
c this program is for the implementation of the backpropagation 
c learning algorithm for neural networks 
c arrays:zin=input data 
c dout=output data 
c z=normalized input 
c d=normalized output 
c x(i,j): j=pattern no.,i=neuron no. 
c y=output from hidden layer 
c yy=output from hidden layer 
c o=output fror output layer 
c w=weight matrix (output-hidden layer) 
c v=weight matrix (hidden-input layer) 
c delo-as in (2.6) 
c dely-as in (2.20) 
c zimnin(i)=minimum of inputs to i'th input neuron 
c zinmax(i)=maximum of inputs to i'th input neuron 
c doutmin(i)=minimum of outputs from i'th output neuron 
c doutmax(i)=maximum of outputs from i'th output neuron 
c vo,voo,wo,woo are weight matrices used for temporary 
c storage so that old weight can be used in momentum 
c term implementation 
dimension zin(50,50),dout(50,50),z(50,50),d(50,50),y(50), 
1 o(50),w(50,50),v(50,50),delo(50) ,dely(50) , out(50, 50) , 
1 zinmin(50),zinmax(50),doutmin(50) , doutmax(50) , 
1 vo(50, 50),voo(50,50),wo(50,50),woo(50,50),yy(50,50), 
1 aout(50),bout(50) 
parameter(pno=25,errm=0.0012,eram=0.012,ino=l,jno=7,kno=l) 
parameter(eta=0.7,alpha=0.9,ptot=50,itm=5000000) 
write(*,*)'input/output to be supplied in data file data.ann' 
write(*,*)'in following format:' 
write(*,*)'input(1) input(2).. input(n) output(l).. output(m)' 
c 
c TO USE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 
c 
iu=2147483647 
c 
c READING THE PATTERNS 
c 
open(unit=l,file='data.ann',status='old') 
do ijk=l,pno 
readd,*) (zin(i, ijk) , i=l,ino) , (dout (j, ijk) , j=l, kno) 
end do 
close(1) 
c 
c NORMALIZATION OF DATA 
c 
doi=l,ino 
zinmin(i)=zin(i, 1) 
zinmax(i)=zinmin(i) 
end do 
do k=l,kno 
doutmin(k)=dout(k,l) 
doutmax(k)=doutmin(k) 
end do 
do i=l,ino 
do j=l,pno 
if (zin(i, j).It 
if(zin(i, j) .gt 
end do 
end do 
do i=l,kno 
do j=l,pno 
if(dout{i, j) .It 
if(dout(i, j)-gt 
end do 
end do 
zinmin(i))zinmin(i)=zin(i,j) 
zinmax(i))zinmax(i)=zin(i,j) 
doutmin(i))doutmin(i)=dout(i, j) 
doutmax(i))doutmax(i)=dout(i, j) 
c 
c 
c 
do i=l,pno 
do 3=1,ino 
z(j,i)=(zin(j,i)-zinmin(j))/(zinmax(j)-zinmin(j)) 
end do 
end do 
do i=l,pno 
z(ino+l,i)=-l.0 
end do 
do j=l,pno 
do i=l,kno 
dd=doutmax(i)-doutmin(i) 
d(i,j)=(dout(i,j)-doutmin(i))/dd 
end do 
end do 
INITIALIZATION OF WEIGHTS 
do i=l,kno 
do j=l,jno+l 
w(i, j)=2.0*rand(iu)-l.0 
wo(i,j)=w(i,j) 
end do 
end do 
do i=l,jno+l 
do j=l,ino+l 
v(i,j)=2.0*rand(iu)-1.0 
vo(i,j)=v(i, j) 
end do 
end do 
it=0 
10 err=0.0 
era=0.0 
do ndat=l,pno 
do j=l,jno 
a=0.0 
do i=l,ino+l 
a=a+v(j,i)*z(i,ndat) 
end do 
y(j)=l./(l.+exp(-a)) 
end do 
y(jno+l)=-1.0 
do k=l,kno 
b=0.0 
do i=l,jno+l 
b=b+w(k,i)*y(i) 
end do 
o(k)=l./(l.+exp(-b)) 
end do 
c 
c COMPUTING THE ERROR IN CURRENT CYCLE 
B 
c 
do k=l,kno 
err=err+0.5*((d(k,ndat)-o(k))**2) 
era=era+abs(d(k,ndat)-o(k)) 
end do 
do k=l,kno 
delo(k)=(d(k,ndat)-o(k))*(1.O-o(k))*o(k) 
end do 
do j=l,jno+l 
sum=0.0 
do k=l,kno 
sum=sum+delo(k)*w(k,j) 
end do 
dely(j)=y{j)*(1.0-y(j))*suin 
end do 
do k=l,kno 
do j=l,jno+l 
woo(k,j)=wo(k, j) 
wo(k,j)=w(k, j) 
end do 
end do 
do j=l,jno+l 
do i=l,ino+l 
voo(j,i)=vo(j,i) 
vo (j,i)=v(j,i) 
end do 
end do 
c 
C UPDATING WEIGHTS 
C 
do k=l,kno 
do j=l,jno+l 
w(k, j)=w(k,j)+eta*delo(k)*y(j)+alpha*(w(k,j)-woo(k,j)) 
end do 
end do 
do j=l,jno+l 
do i=l,ino+l 
v(j,i)=v(j,i)+eta*dely(j)*z(i,ndat)+alpha *(v(j,i)-voo(j,i)) 
end do 
end do 
it=it+l 
end do 
c 
C CHECKING FOR CONVERGENCE 
c 
if((err.gt.errm).and.(it.It.itm).and.(era.gt.eram))go to 10 
c 
c TESTING NETWORK 
c 
open(unit=l,file='data.ann',status='old') 
do ijk=l,ptot 
read(l,*)((zin(i,ijk),i=l,ino),(dout(j,ijk),j=l,kno)) 
end do 
close(1) 
do i=l,ptot 
do j=l,ino 
2(j,i) = (zin(j,i)-zinmin(j))/(zinmax(j)-zinmin(j) ) 
end do 
end do 
do i=l,ptot 
z(ino+1,i)=-l.0 
end do 
do j=l,ptot 
do i=l,kno 
dd=doutmax(i)-doutmin(i) 
d(i,j)=(dout(i,j)-doutmin(i))/dd 
end do 
end do 
do pto=l,ptot 
do j=l,jno 
ta=0.0 
do i=l,ino+1 
ta=ta+v(j,i)*z(i,pto) 
end do 
yy(j,pto)=l./(l.+exp(-ta)) 
end do 
yy(jno+l,pto)=-l.0 
end do 
do pto=l,ptot 
do k=l,kno 
tb=0.0 
do j=l,jno+l 
tb=tb+w(k,j)*yy(j,pto) 
end do 
out{k,pto)=l./(l.+exp(-tb)) 
out(k,pto)=out(k,pto)*(doutmax{k)-doutmin(k))+doutmin(k) 
end do 
end do 
open(unit=2, file='ann.res',status='new') 
ss=0 
do k=l,ptot 
ss=ss+(dout(l,k)-out{l,k))**2 
aout(k)=dout(1,k) 
bout(k)=out(l,k) 
end do 
se=sqrt(ss/ptot) 
n=ptot 
call linreg(aout,bout,n,aO,al,r) 
write(2,11)err,era 
11 format(2x, 'err=' ,el2.5,2x,'era=',el2.5) 
write (2,12)it,se 
12 format(2x, •it=',i8,2x, 'se=',el2.5) 
write(2,13)pno,errm 
13 format(2x,•pno=',i4,2x,'errm=',el2.5) 
write(2,14)eram,ino 
14 format(2x, 'eram=' ,el2.5,2x, 'ino=',14) 
write(2, 15)jno, kno,eta 
15 format{2x, •jno=',12,2x, 'kno=',12,2x, 'eta=',el2.5) 
write(2,16)alpha, ptot,itm 
16 format(2x,'alpha=',el2.5,2x,'ptot=',14,2x,'itm=',i8) 
write(2,17)a0,al, r 
17 format(2x, 'aO=' ,el5.5,4x,'al=',el5.5,6x,'r=',el7.5) 
write(2,*)' input input output estimate error' 
do k=l,ptot 
write(2,l)zin(l,k), zin(2,k) ,dout{l,k) ,out(l,k) ,dout (1, k)-out (1, k) 
1 format (Ix, f8.2, Ix, f 10. 2, 5x, f8 . 2, 5x, f 10.2, 5x, f 10.2) 
end do 
close(2) 
stop 
end 
function rand(iu) 
c this function generates random numbers in rand in (6,1) 
c the power residue methods. 
c iu is an arbitrary random number to be read. 
iv=iu*65539 
if(iv.ge.O) go to 2 
iv=iv+2147483647+l 
c 2147483647 is the maximum integer which an ibm system/360 can 
c generate (in one word or four bytes.) 
2 rand=iv 
1U=1V 
rand=rand*.4656613e-9 
return 
end 
c this program computes the coefficient aO,al and r of the 
c linear regression polinomial 
subroutine linreg(x,y,n,aO,al,r) 
dimension x(50),y(50) 
do i=l,n 
x(i)=aloglO(x(i)) 
y(i)=aloglO(y(i)) 
end do 
sumx=0.0 
sumy=0.0 
sumxy=0.0 
sumx2=0.0 
do i=l,n 
sumx=sumx+x(i) 
sumy=sumy+y(i) 
sumxy=sumxy+x(i)*y(i) 
sumx2=sumx2+x(i)**2 
sumy2=sumy2+y(i)**2 
end do 
xbar=sumx/n 
ybar=sumy/n 
xybar=sumxy/n 
x2bar=sumx2/n 
denom=sqrt((n*sumx2-sumx*sumx)*(n*sumy2-sumy*sumy)) 
r=(n*sumxy-sumx*sumy)/denom 
al=(xybar-xbar*ybar)/(x2bar-xbar**2) 
aO=ybar-al*xbar 
aO=10**aO 
write(*,*)aO,al, r 
return 
end 
c program ann.f 
c this program is for the implementation of the backpropagation 
c learning algorithm for neural networks 
c arrays:zin=input data 
c dout=output data 
c z=normalized input 
c d=normalized output 
c x{i,j): j=pattern no.,i=neuron no. 
c y=output from hidden layer 
c yy=output from hidden layer 
c o=output fror output layer 
c w=weight matrix (output-hidden layer) 
c v=weight matrix (hidden-input layer) 
c delo-as in (2 . 6) 
c dely-as in (2.20) 
c zinmin(i)=minimum of inputs to i'th input neuron 
c zinmax(i)=maximum of inputs to i'th input neuron 
c doutmin(i)=minimum of outputs from i'th output neuron 
c doutmax(i)=maximum of outputs from i'th output neuron 
c vo,voo,wo,woo are weight matrices used for temporary 
c storage so that old weight can be used in momentum 
c term implementation 
dimension zin(50,50),dout(50,50),z(50,50),d(50,50),y(50), 
1 o(50),w(50,50),v(50,50),delo(50),dely(50),out(50,50), 
1 zinmin(50) , zinmax(50),doutmin(50) , doutmax(50), 
1 vo(50,50),voo(50,50) ,wo(50,50) , woo(50, 50) ,yy(50, 50), 
1 aout(50),bout(50) 
parameter(pno=25, errm=0.0012,eram=0.012,ino=l,jno=3,kno=l) 
parameter(eta=0.7, alpha=0.9,ptot=50,itm=5000000) 
write(*,*)'input/output to be supplied in data file data.ann' 
write(*,*)'in following format:' 
write(*,*)'input(1) input(2).. input(n) output(1).. output(m) ' 
c 
c TO USE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 
c 
iu=2147483647 
c 
c READING THE PATTERNS 
c 
open(unit=l,file='data.ann',status='old') 
do ijk=l,pno 
readd, *) (zin(i,ijk) , i=l, ino) , (dout (3,ijk) , j=l, kno) 
end do 
close (1) 
c 
c NORMALIZATION OF DATA 
C i 
doi=l,ino 
zinmin(i)=zin(i, 1) 
zinmax(i)=zinmin(i) 
end do 
do k=l,kno 
doutmin(k)=dout(k,1) 
doutraax(k)=doutmin (k) 
end do 
do i=l,ino 
do 3=1,pno 
if (zin(i, j) .It. zinitiin (i) ) zinmin (i)=zin{i, j) 
if(zin(i,j).gt.zinmax(i))zinmax(i)=zin(i, j) 
end do 
end do 
do i=l,kno 
do j=l,pno 
if(dout(i,j).lt.doutmin{i))doutmin(i)=dout(i, j) 
if(dout(i,j).gt.doutmax(i))doutmax(i)=dout(i,j) 
end do 
end do 
do i=l,pno 
do j=l,ino 
z (j,i) = (zin(j,i)-zinmin{j))/(zinmax(j)-zinmin(j ) ) 
end do 
end do 
do i=l,pno 
z (ino+l,i)=-1. 0 
end do 
do j=l,pno 
do i=l,kno 
dd=doutmax(i)-doutmin(i) 
d(i,j)={dout(i,j)-doutmin(i))/dd 
end do 
end do 
c 
c INITIALIZATION OF WEIGHTS 
c 
do i=l,kno 
do j=l,jno+l 
w{i,j)=2.0*rand(iu)-l. 
wo(i,j)=w(i,j) 
end do 
end do 
do i=l,jno+l 
do j=l,ino+l 
v(i, j)=2.0*rand(iu) -1'. 
vo(i,j)=v(i,j) 
end do 
end do 
it=0 
10 err=0.0 
era=0.0 
do ndat=l,pno 
do j=l,jno 
a=0.0 
do i=l,ino+l 
a=a+v{j,i)*z(i,ndat) 
end do 
y(j)=l./(l.+exp{-a)) 
end do 
y(jno+l)=-1.0 
do k=l,kno 
b=0.0 
do i=l,jno+l 
b=b+w(k,i)*y(i) 
end do 
o(k)=l./{l.+exp(-b)) 
end do 
c 
c COMPUTING THE ERROR IN CURRENT CYCLE 
c 
do k=l,kno 
err=err+0.5*((d(k,ndat)-o(k))**2) 
era=era+abs(d(k,ndat)-o(k)) 
end do 
do k=l,kno 
delo(k)=(d(k,ndat)-o(k))*(1.0-o(k))*o(k) 
end do 
do j=l,jno+1 
sum=0.0 
do k=l,kno 
sum=sijm+delo (k) *w(k, j ) 
end do 
d e l y ( j ) = y ( j ) * ( 1 . 0 - y ( j ) ) *sum 
end do 
do k=l,kno 
do j=l,jno+1 
woo(k,j)=wo(k,j) 
wo(k, j)=w(k,j) 
end do 
end do 
do j=l,jno+1 
do i=l,ino+l 
voo(j,i)=vo(j,i) 
vo (j,i)=v(j , i) 
end do 
end do 
c 
c UPDATING WEIGHTS 
c 
do k=l,kno 
do j=l,jno+1 
w(k,j)=w(k,j)+eta*delo(k)*y(j)+alpha*(w(k,j)-woo(k,j)) 
end do 
end do 
do j=l,jno+1 
do i=l,ino+l 
v(j,i)=v(j,i)+eta*dely(j)*z(i,ndat)+alpha *(v(j,i)-voo(j,i)) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
end do 
end do 
it=it+l 
end do 
CHECKING FOR CONVERGRNCE 
if((err.gt.errm).and.(it.It.itm) .and. (era.gt.eram))go to 10 
testing network 
open(unit=l,file='data.ann',status='old') 
do ijk=l,ptot 
read(1,*)((2in(i,ijk),i=l,ino),(dout(j,ijk),j=l,kno) 
end do 
close (1) 
kkt=pno+l 
pptot=ptot-pno 
do i=kkt,ptot 
do j=l,ino 
zinmin(j)=804 
zinmax(j)=1539 
z(j,i) = (zin (j,i)-zinmin(j))/(zinmax(j)-zinmin(j)) 
end do 
end do 
do i=kkt,ptot 
z(ino+l,i)=-l. 0 
end do 
do j=kkt,ptot 
do i=l,kno 
doutmin(i)=102 
doutmax(i)=810 
dd=doutmax(i)-doutmin(i) 
d(i,j)=(dout(i,j)-doutmin(i))/dd 
end do 
end do 
do pto=kkt,ptot 
do j=l,jno 
ta=0.0 
do i=l,ino+l 
ta=ta+v(j,i)*z(i,pto) 
end do 
yy(j,pto)=l./(l.+exp(-ta)) 
end do 
yy(jno+l,pto)=-l.0 
end do 
do pto=kkt,ptot 
do k=l,kno 
tb=0.0 
do j=l,jno+l 
tb=tb+w(k,j)*yy(j,pto) 
end do 
out(k,pto)=l./(l.+exp(-tb)) 
out(k,pto)=out{k,pto) * (doutmax(k)-doutmin(k) ) +doutmin.(k) 
end do 
end do 
open(unit=2, file='ann.res',status='new') 
ss=0 
do k=kkt,ptot 
ss=ss+(dout(l,k)-out(l,k))**2 
aout(k)=dout(l, k) 
bout(k)=out(l,k) 
end do 
se=sqrt(ss/pptot) 
n=ptot 
call linreg(aout,bout,n,aO,al,r) 
write(2,11)err,era 
11 forTOat(2x,'err=',el2.5,2x,•era=',el2.5) 
write(2,12)it,se 
12 format(2x,•it=',i8,2x,'se=',el2.5) 
write(2,13)pno,errm 
13 format(2x, 'pno=', 14, 2x, 'errm=',el2.5) 
write(2,14)eram,ino 
14 format(2x, 'eram=', el2.5,2x, 'ino=',14) 
write(2,15)jno,kno,eta 
15 format(2x,'jno=',12,2x,'kno=',12,2x,•eta=',el2.5) 
write(2,16)alpha,ptot,itm 
16 format(2x,'alpha=',el2.5,2x,•ptot=',14,2x,'itm=',i8) 
write(2,17)a0,al,r 
17 format(2x,'aO=',el5.5,4x,•al=',el5.5,6x,•r=',el7.5) 
write(2,*)' input input output estimate error' 
do k=l,ptot 
write(2,l)zin(l,k),zin(2,k),dout(l,k),out(l,k) ,dout(l, k)-out(1, k) 
1 formatdx, f8.2, Ix, fl0.2,5x, f 8 . 2, 5x, f 10 . 2, 5x, flO.2) 
end do 
close(2) 
stop 
end 
function rand(iu) 
c this function generates random numbers in rand in (0,1) 
c the power residue methods, 
c iu is an arbitrary random number to be read. 
iv=iu*65539 
if(iv.ge.O) go to 2 
iv=iv+2147483647+1 
c 2147483647 is the maximum integer which an ibm system/360 can 
c generate (in one word or four bytes.) 
2 rand=iv 
iu=iv 
rand=rand*.4656613e-9 
return 
end 
c this program computes the coefficient aO,al and r of the 
c linear regression polinomial 
subroutine linreg(x,y,n,aO,al,r) 
dimension x(50),y(50) 
do i=l,n 
x(i)=aloglO(x(i)) 
y(i)=aloglO(y(i)) 
end do 
sumx=0.0 
sumy=0.0 
sumxy=0.0 
sumx2=0.0 
do i=l,n 
sumx=sumx+x(i) 
sumy=sumy+y(i) 
sumxy=sumxy+x(i)*y(i) 
sumx2=sumx2+x{i)**2 
sumy2=sumy2+y(i)**2 
end do 
xbar=sumx/n 
ybar=sumy/n 
xybar=sumxy/n 
x2bar=sumx2/n 
denom=sqrt ( (n*suitvx2-suinx*sumx) * (n*sumy2-sumy*sumy) ) 
r=(n*sumxy-sumx*sumy)/denom 
al=(xybar-xbar*ybar)/(x2bar-xbar**2) 
aO=ybar-al*xbar 
aO=10**aO 
write(*, *)aO,al, r 
return 
end 
c program lincall.f 
c program to call routine for linear regression 
dimension ax(50),ay(50),tdi(50),tdo(50) ,yy(50) 
parameter(n=23,no=25) 
open(unit=l,file='data.ann',status='old') 
do i=l,n 
readd, *) ax (i), ay (i) 
end do 
call linreg(ax,ay,n,aO,al,r) 
close (1) 
open(unit=l,file='data.ann',status='old') 
open(unit=2,file='res.ann',status='new') 
ss=0.0 
do i=l,no 
readd, *)tdi(i) ,tdo(i) 
end do 
write(2,*)' input output regression error' 
do i=l,no 
y=aO*tdi(i)**al 
yy(i)=y 
err=abs(y-tdo(i)) 
ss=ss+(tdo(i)-y)**2 
write(2,1)tdi(i),tdo(i),y,err 
I format(Ix, f8.2,5x,f7.2,6x,f10.2,lOx,f10.2) 
end do 
call linreg(tdo,yy,no,aaO,aal,rr) 
se=sqrt(ss/no) 
write(2,ll)aO,al 
II format(2x,'aO=',el2.5,2x,'al=',el2.5) 
write(2,12)r,se 
12 format(2x,'r=',el2.5,2x,'se=',el2.5) 
write(2,13)aaO,aal,rr 
13 format (2x, •aaO=' ,el2.5,2x, ' aal= ', el2 . 5, 2x, ' :ft= '. el2 . 5) 
stop 
end 
c this program computes the coefficient aO,al and r of the 
c linear regression polinomial 
subroutine linreg(x,y,n,aO,al,r) 
paramete r{m=100) 
d i m e n s i o n x ( m ) , y ( m ) 
do i = l , n 
x ( i ) = a l o g l O ( x ( i ) ) 
y { i ) = a l o g l O ( y ( i ) ) 
end do 
sumx=0.0 
sumy=0.0 
suiaxy=0.0 
sumx2=0.0 
do i = l , n 
sumx=sumx+x(i) 
s\imy=sumy+y ( i ) 
sumxy=sumxy+x(i)*y(i) 
sumx2=sumx2+x(i)**2 
sumy2=sumy2+y(i)**2 
end do 
xbar=sumx/n 
ybar=sumy/n 
xybar=sumxy/n 
x2bar=sumx2/n 
denom=sqrt((n*sumx2-sumx*sumx)*(n*sumy2-sumy*sumy)) 
r=(n*sumxy-sumx*sumy)/denom 
al=(xybar-xbar*ybar)/(x2bar-xbar**2) 
aO=ybar-al*xbar 
aO=10**aO 
write(*,*)aO,al,r 
return 
end 
